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LAURIER SAUMUR Plaintiff APPELLANT
Dec 10AND 11 12 15

16 17
THE CITY OF QUEBEC Defendant RESPONDENT

AND Oct

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR
QUEBEC

INTERVENANT

ON APPEAL FROM THE COURT OF QUEENS BENCH APPEAL SIDE
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

Constitutional lawValidity of municipal by-lawProhibition to dis

tribute pamphlets etc in the streets without permisrion from chief

of policeWhether interference with Freedom of Worship and of the

PressWhether criminal legislationStatute of 1852 of Old Province

of Canada 14-15 Vict 175Freedom of Worship Act RS.Q 1941
307B.N.A Act ss 91 92 93 127By-Law 184 of City of Quebec

Noncompliance with Rule 30 of Supreme Court of Canada

By an action in the Superior Court of Quebec the appellant member
of Jehovahs Witnesses attacked the validity of by-law of the City

of Quebec forbidding distribution in the streets of the City of any
hook pamphlet booklet circular tract whatever without permission
from the Chief of Police The action was dismissed by the trial

judge and by majority in the Court of Queens Bench Appeal
Side In this Court the appellant declined to contend that the

by-law was invalid because discretion was delegated to the Chief of

Police

Held reversing the decision appealed from that the by-law did not

extend so as to prohibit the appellant as member of Jehovahs
Witnesses from distributing in the streets of the City any of the

writings included in the exhibits and that the City its officers and

agents be restrained from in any way interfering with such distribution

Per Kerwin Whether or not the Freedom of Worship Act whenever

originally enacted it is now R.S.Q 1941 307 be taken to super
sede the pre-Confederation Statute of 1852 1415 Vict 175 the

specific terms of the enactment providing for freedom of worship have

not been abrogated Even though it would appear from the evidence

that Jehovahs Witnesses do not consider themselves as belonging
to religion they are entitled to the free exercise and enjoyment of

their Religious Profession and Worship and have legal right to

attempt to spread their views by way of the printed and written word
as well as orally and their attacks on religion generally and one in

particular as shown in the exhibits filed do not bring them within

the exception so as the same be not made an excuse for licentious

ness or justification of practices inconsistent with the peace and

safety of the Province and their attacks are not inconsistent with

the peace and safety of the Province even when they are directed

particularly against the religion of most of the Provinces residents

As the by-law may have its effect in other cases and under other

PRESENT Rinfret C.J and Kerwin Taschereau Rand Kellock Estey
Locke Cartwright and Fauteux JJ
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300 SUPREME COURT OF CANADA

1953 circumstances if not otherwise objectionable it is not ultra vires the

City of Quebec but since it is in conflict with the freedom of wor
SAUMIJE

ship of the appellant it should be declared that it does not extend so

Cm OF as to prohibit the appellant as member of Jehovahs Witnesses

Quxsac from distributing in the streets any of the writings included in the

exhibits

Furthermore since both the right to practise ones religion and the freedom

of the press fall within Civil Rights in the Province the Legislature

had the power to authorize the City to pass such by-law

Per Rand Since the by-law is legislation in relation to religion and

free speech and not in relation to the administration of the streets

and since freedom of worship and of the press are not civil rights or

matters of local or private nature in the Provinces the subject-

matter of the by-law was beyond the legislative power of the Province

Per Kellock The by-law is ultra vires as it is not enacted in relation

to streets but impinges upon freedom of religion and of the press

which are not the subject-matter of legislative jurisdiction under

92 of the B.N.A Act

Per Estey Since the right to the free exercise and enjoyment of

religious profession and worship is not civil right in the province but

is included among those upon which Parliament might legislate for

the preservation of peace order and good government of 307

of the Revised Statutes of Quebec 1941 could not be enacted by

the province under any of the heads of 92 of the B.N.A Act By
law 184 is legislation in relation to and interferes with that right it is

therefore in conflict with the Statute of 1852 and authority for its

enactment could not be given to the City by the Legislature Even

if of 307 was intro vires the by-law would be in conflict there

with and therefore could not be competently passed by the City

because it was not authorized by the terms of its charter

Per Locke The belief of the Jehovahs Witnesses and their mode of

worship fall within the meaning of the expression religious pro
fession and worship in the preamble of the Statute of 1852 and in

of 307 of the Revised Statutes of Quebec 1941

The true purpose and nature of the by-law is not to control the condition

of the streets and traffic but to impose censorship upon the dis

tribution of written publications in the streets The right to the free

exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship without

discrimination or preference subject to the limitation expressed in

the concluding words of the first paragraph of the Statute of 1852 is

not civil right of the nature referred to under head of 92 of

the B.N.A Act but is constitutional right of all the people of the

country given to them by the Statute of 1852 or implicit in the

language of the preamble of the B.N.A Act The Province was not

therefore empowered to authorize the passing of such by-law

restraining the appellants right of freedom of worship

The by-law further trenches upon the jurisdiction of Parliament under

head 27 of 91 of the B.N.A Act It creates new criminal offence

and is ultra vires

Per Rinfret C.J and Taschereau dissenting The pith and substance

of this general by-law is to control and regulate the usage of streets

in regard to the distribution of pamphlets Even if the motive of the

City was to prevent the Jehovahs Witnesses from distributing their

literature in the streets that could never be reason to render the
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S.C.R SUPREME COURT OF CANADA 301

by-law illegal or unconstitutional since the City had the power to 1953

pass it usage of the streets of municipality being indisputably

question within the domain of the municipality and local question
AUMUE

Freedom of worship is not subject of legislation within the jurisdiction Cirr

of Parliament It is civil right within the provinces The provisions QUEBEC

of the by-law are not covered by the preamble to 91 of the

B.N.A Act nor have they the character of criminal law Further

more even if the right to distribute pamphlets was an act of worship

freedom of worship is not an absolute right but is subject to control

by the province

Per Cartwright and Fauteux JJ dissenting It was within the com
petence of the Legislature to authorize the passing of this by-law

under its power to legislate in relation to the use of highways

since the legislative authority to permit forbid or regulate their use

for purposes other than that of passing and repassing belongs to the

provinces and police regulations and the suppression of conditions

likely to cause disorder since it is within the competence of the

Legislature to prohibit or regulate the distribution in the streets of

written matter having tendency to insult or annoy the recipients

thereof with the possible result of giving rise to disorder and perhaps

violence in the streets An Act of provincial legislature in relation

to matters assigned to it under the B.N.A Act is not rendered invalid

because it interferes to limited extent with either the freedom .f

the press or the freedom of religion

APPEAL from the judgment of the Court of Queens
Bench appeal side province of Quebec affirming

Bertrand J.A dissenting the decision of the trial judge and

holding that By-law 184 of the City of Quebec was valid

Glen How for the appellant

Godbout Q.C for the respondent

Beaulieu Q.C and Noel Dorion Q.C for the inter

venant

The dissenting judgment of Rinfret C.J and Tasehe

reau was delivered by

The CHIEF JUSTICE DØpouillØe de son extravagante

mise-en-scŁne et rØduite sa veritable dimension cette

cause mon avis est vraiment trŁs simple Elle na
s rement pas lampleur et limportance .quont tentØ de lui

donner les TØmoinsde Jehovah par le truchement de

Laurier Saumur lappelant se dØsignant comme un mis
sionnaire-ØvangØliste

Ii sagit de la validitØ dun rŁgl.ement municipal et ii

probablement eu des centaines et des centaines de causes

de ce genre depuis Ia ConfØdØration Si par contre cette

Q.R 1952 Q.B 475
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302 SUPREME COURT OF CANADA

eatØgorie de causes na pas ØtØ soumise trØs frØquemment
SAUMUR la Cour Supreme du Canada cest uniquemeut raison

CITY OF de son peu dimportance relative et de son application
t1E

restreinte dans chaque cas au territoire de municipaJitØ
Rinfret CJ

concernee

Voici le texte du rŁglement attaquØ

RŁglement no 184

10 II est par le present rŁglement dØfendu de distribuer dans les

rues de Ia Cite de QuØbec aucun livre pamphlet brochure circulaire

fascicule quelconque sans avoir au prØalable obtenu pour ce faire la

permission par Øcrit du Chef de Police

Toute personae qui contreviendra au present rŁglement sera pas
sible dune amende avec ou sans les frais et dØfaut du paiement immØ
diat de ladite amende avec ou sans les frais selon le cas dun emprison
nement le montant de ladite amende et le terme demprisonnement
Œtre fixØ par la Cour du Recorder de la Cite de QuØbec sa discretion
mais ladite amende ne dØpassera pas cent dollars et lemprisonnement

nexcØdera pas trois mois de calendrier ledit emprisonnement cependant

devant cesser en tout temps avant lexpiration du terme fixØ par le paie
ment de ladite amende et des frais selon- le ens et si linfraction est

rØitØrØecette rØcidive constituera jour par jour aprŁs sommation oU

arrestation une offense sØparØe

Lappelant invoquant sa qualitØ de sujet de Sa MajestØ
le Roi et de resident dans la Cite de QuØbec allØguant en
outre quii est un missionnaire-Øv.angØliste et lun des

TØmoinsde Jehovah declare quil considŁre de son devoir

de prŒcher la Bible soit oralement soit en distribuant des

publications sous forme de livres opuscules pØriodiques

feuilets etc de maison en maison et dans les rues

Iii pretend que le rŁglement 184 reproduit plus haut
pour effet de rendre illØgale cette distribution de littØ

rature sans lapprobation Øcrite du Chef de Police de la

Cite de QuØbec Ii ajoute quen sa qualitØ de citoyen

canadien ii un droit absolu lexpression de ses opinions

et que eela dØcouiie de son droit la ibertØ de parole la

libertØ de Ia presse et le libre exercice de son culte envers

Dieu tel que garanti par la Constitution britannique non
Øcrite par lActe de lAmØriquebritannique du Nord gØnØ
ralement et Øgalernent par les Statuts de ia province de

QuØbec spØcialement la Loi comcerrtant la libertØ des cultes

et le bon ordre dans les Øglises et leurs aentours S.R.Q
1941 307
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S.C.R SUPREME COURT OF CANADA 303

aJlŁgue que la Cite de QuØbec et la province de

QuØbec nont aucune juridiction soit en loi soit consti- SAUMUR

tutionnellement pour adopter un rŁglement te1 que ci- OF

dessus et que ce dernier est ultra vires inconstitutionne1

illegal et nul Rinfret C.J

DaprŁs lui cc rŁgiement aurait ØtØ adoptØ le 27 octobre

1933 expressØment pour empŒcher les activitØs ØvangØli

ques des TØmoinsde Jehovah et ce rŁgiernent est arbitraire

oppressif partiai et injustiflØ il est en outre discrimi

natoire vindicatif et constitue un abus de pouvoir

Ill demande quil soit dØclarØ que ce rŁglement nest pas

autorisØ par la Charte de la Cite de QuØbec et qu tout

ØvØnernent en cc quil tente de limiter la libertØ de parole

et la libertØ de ia presse il empiŁte sur la juridiction duPardu Canada et en particulier du Code criminel

Lappelant se plaignait en plus de la d lØgation illimitØe

et arbitraire en faveur du Chef de POlice ainsi quelle est

contenue dans le rŁglement mais laudition devant cette

Cour ii dØclarØ quil abandonnait cc moyen
Ii allŁgue que par application du rŁglement ii tØ

illØgalement arrŒtØet poursuivi et qu la date de linsti

tution de laction une information Øtait encore pendante
contre lui la Cour du Recorder de Ia Cite de QuØbec
bien que la poursuite de cette information ait ØtØ arrŒtØe

par bref de prohibition alors inscrit devant la Cour du

Bane du Roi en appel
La declaration de lappelant conclut donc que le rŁg.le

ment 184 de la Cite de QuØbec du moms en autant quil

est lui_mŒme concernØ soit dØclarØ ultra vires inconstitu

tionnel illegal et nul que les Statuts de la province de

QuØbec en autant quils prØtendent autoriser ladoption

dc cc rŁglement par la Cite de QuØbec soient Øgalement

dØclarØs ultra vires inconstitutionnels et illØgaux et que
Ia Cour Ømette une injonction permanente empŒchant la

Cite de QuØbec ses officiers ses agents et ses reprØsentants

de tenter de mettre en vigueur le rŁglement 184
dØfaut de quoi ils soient condamnØs pour mØpris de cour

et aux pØnalitØs que cela comporte

LintimØela Cite de QuØbec plaidØ que ic rŁglement

no 184 Øtait une loi municipale lØgalement passØe dans

lexercice des pouvoirs de rØglementation de la Cite et
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304 SUPREME COURT OF CANADA

1953 conforme son acte dincorporation que la loi de la pro
SAUMUR vince en vertu de laquelle te rŁglement ØtØ adoptØ est

OF constitutionnelle Øgaie et valide que le rŁglement con
Quc cerne la .propretØ le bon ordre la paix et la sØcuritØpubli

Rinf ret C.j ques la prevention de troubles et Ømeutes et se rapporte

lØconomie intØrieure et au bon gouvernement loea de

la yule que le demandeur systØmatiquement contrevenu

ce rŁglement de fa on dØlibØrØe et sest obstinØment

refuse sy soumettre quil na jamais demandØ et par

consequent na Pu obtenir de permis pour distribuer ses

pamphlets dans la vilie de QuØbec et quil ignore dune
maniŁre absolue si le rŁgiement est susceptible de le priver

daucun de ses droits ayant prØfØrØ dØsobØir de son plein

gre Comme consequence lappelant fut condamnØ sui

vant la loi par un tribunal competent

La plaidoirie Øcrite allŁgue en outre que lappelant nest

pas un ministre du culte et que lorganisation dont il fait

partie nest pas une Øglise 111 une religion Au contraire

es pamphlets ou tracts quelle insiste distribuer sans

autorisation ont un caractŁre provocateur et injurieux ne

sont pas des gestes religieux mais des actes anti-sociaux

qui Øtaient Œt sont de nature troubler la paix publique et

la tranquillitØ et la sØcuritØ des paisibles citoyens dans la

Cite de QuØbec o us risquent de provoquer des dØsordres

11 est malvenu en fait et en droit dinvoquer des libertØs

de parole de presse et de cuite qui ne sont aucunement
concernØes en loccurrence ii na jamais ØtØ persØcutØ et

si ia Cite de Quebec mis en vigueur son rŁglement ce ne

fut que pour remplir ses obligations envers le bien corn

mun lordre public exigeant que le rŁglement soit d ment

appliquØ dans la Cite

AprŁs une longue enquŒte et la production de quelque

chose comme soixante-quinze exhibits avec en plus des

mØmoires rØdigØs par labbØ GagnØ trŁs rØvØrend Doyen

Evans le rabbin Frank et Damien Jasmin le juge de

premiere instance maintenu Ia defense et rejetØ laction

de Iappelant Ce jugement ØtØ confirmØ dans son intØ

gritØ par la Cour du Bane de Ia Reine en appel les

honorables juges Barclay Marchand Pratte et Hyde
lhonorable uge Bertrand se dØclarant dissident

Q.R Q.B 475
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S.C.R SUPREME COURT OF CANADA 305

Lhonorable juge de premiere instance commence par

dire dans son jugement quil est davis que la preuve offerte SAUMUR

en cette cause Øtait en grande partie inutile et illØgale mais CITY

quil la permise parce quil na pas voulu restreindre la

libertØ de discussion et quil dØsirØ fournir toutes les Rinfret C.J

parties lopportunitØ dexposer leurs theories et leur doe-

trine

Sur la question de savoir si la doctrine prŒchØe par les

TØmoins de Jehovah est une religion ou non ii declare

quil ne se prononce pas parce que suivant lui il Øtait

appelØ decider seulement si le rŁglement attaquØ Øtait

ultra vires AprŁs avoir cite les articles 335 336 et 337 de
Ia Charte de la Cite de QuØbec ii se declare davis que le

conseil de cette derniŁre avait obtenu de Ia Legislature de

QuØbec le pouvoir dadopter le rŁglement en hUge
Disons tout de suite que le texte de ces articles de la

Charte ne laisse aucun doute sur ce point de vue et ce

nest pas i -dessus que lappelant insistØ

ce sujet cependant le jugement de la Cour SupØrieure

contient le paragraphe suivant
.11 ne sagit pas dune prohibition absolue

De plus le rØglement ne fait aucune distinction II sapplique tous
lea citoyens et na en Si aucun caractŁre discriminatoire Naturellement
il peut prŒter des abus mais dans cette cause on ne Se plaint nulle

part quil en ait eus Ii na pas ØtØ prouvØ que ce rŁglement avait ØtØ

passØ spØcialement dans le but de limiter lea activitØs du demandeur et

des tØmoins de Jehovah au contraire ii sapplique tous quelles que
soient leur nationalitØ leur doctrine ou leur religion

Lhonorable juge examine ensuite Ia question de savoir

si la Cite avait Ic droit de dØlØguer ses pouvoirs son Chef
de Police et ii conclut dans laffirmative Ii cite deux
decisions de la Cour dAppel de QuØbec sur ce point et

arrive la conclusion que le principe de delegation de

pouvoir en pareil cas lui paraIt admis du moms dans
IØtat actuel de Ia jurisprudence Mais comme nous lavons
fait remarquer nous navons plus nous occuper de ce

prØtendu motif dillØgalitØ puisque laudition devant

nous le procureur de Iappelant dØclarØ formellement

quil abandonnait ce moyen
Le savant juge analyse ensuite le jugement de la Cour

Supreme du Canada rendu en 1938 sur la legislation de
Ia province de lAlberta An Act to Ensure the Publi
cation of accurate News and Information Øgalement

747293
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306 SUPREME COURT OF CANADA

1953 larrŒtde la Cour du Bane du Roi de QuØbec dans cause

SAUMUR de Vaillancourt la Cite de Hull la suite de cette

CITY OF analyse ii declare en venir la conclusion que le rŁgle

QUEBEC ment 184 est intra vires valide et legal Ii fait remar

Rinfret C.J quer que lappelant ne pouvait guŁre se plaindre sans avoir

dabord demandØ un permis ce quil negligØ et refuse de

faire Cest ainsi quil aurait Pu prØtendre que lofficier

chargØ dØmettre des permis commettait des injustices

son Øgard et agissait dune fa on diseriminatoire en lui

refusant lautorisation requise Cest alors quil aurait eu

un recours devant les tribunaux en se plaignant quil avait

essuyØ un refus injuste et arbitraire et que lon agissait

envers lui dune maniŁre oppressive

Comme le fait remarquer le Juge Bardlay
The Appellant complains of attacks and disorders this state of

affairs is brought about by the contents of the pamphlets distributed it

may well he that their distribution should be prohibited refrain from

any comment on the contents of these publications although they have

been put before us by the Appellant If demand for licence to

distribute them be refused then that question will be of importance but

not until then

Le principal jugement en la Cour du Bane de la Reine

ØtØ Øcrit par le Juge Pratte Ii fait remarquer que

les arrŒtsrendus aux Etats-Unis ne sauraient avoir le

moindre effet devant les tribunaux canadiens parce que la

constitution des Etats-Unis garantit en termes formels la

libertØ dexpression et la libertØ des cuites bandis que

chez-nous au Canada la situation juridique est diffØrente

La vØritØ ici comme en Grande-Bretagne cest que con

trairement ce qui est aux Etat-Unis le peuple na pas

abdiquØ le pouvoir de lØgifØrer en la matiŁre et que le cadre

dans lequel peut sexercer la libertØ quŁ nous connaissons

est susceptible dŒtremodiflØ par lautoritØ legislative corn

pØtente
Lhonorable juge fait observer

que les rues sont destinØes permettre le passage dun endroit un

autre Harrisson Duke of Rutland 1893 Q.B 142 Hickman

Massey 1900 Q.B 752 CŁst l leur fin premiere laquelle toute

autre utilisation quon voudrait en faire est nØcessairement subordonnØe

Et sil arrive que les rues soient utilisØes pour dautres fins cest seule

meat Ia faveur dun privilege spØcialemet octroyØ ou en raison dune

tolerance laquelle lautoritØ compØtente doit toujours pouvoir mettre

fin Iorsquelle juge ue lintØrt public le requiert Ii faut bien quiI

QR 19521 Q.B 475
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S.C.R SUPREME COURT OF CANADA 307

en soit ainsi pour empŒcher que lexercice du droit de se servir des rues 1953

suivant leur destination ne soit gŒnØ par ceux qui voudraient dØtourner les SAIJ-MUR
voies publiques de .leur fin premiere ou que lusage de la rue pour une

fin autre que celle de passer ne devienne une cause de dØsordre

TJn.peu pius loin ihonorable juge ajoute RhthCJ
.Sil nest point douteux que lusage des rues doive Œtre rØglemente

ii est aussi certain que dune facon gØnØrale ce pouvoir de rŁglementation

est du ressort de JautoritØ locale Ii nest point nØcessaire de la demon
trer ici car lappelant le reconnaIt

Tandis que les dispositions du Code criminel sont destinØes assurer Ia

sØcuritØ de IEtat et maintenir un degrØ minimum de moralitØ par tout

le pays le rŁglement attaquØ lui seulement pour but de prØvenir
lutilisation des rues de la cite pour une fin contraire leur destination

e.t que lautoritØ locale compØtente ne jugerait pas opportun de tolØrer

le Juge Hyde saccorde dune facon gØnØrale avec

ses deux collŁgues mais ii rØfŁre en particulier au juge
ment de Cour Supreme dans la cause de Provincial

Secretary of Prince Edward Island Egan aprŁs avoir

dit

Here there is no question but that the municipality has the power to

enact by-laws for regulation of the use of its public thoroughfares and the

prevention of nuisances thereon

et ii cite ce passage du jugement de la Cour rendu par
1honorable Juge Rinfret la page 415

The right of building highways and of operating them within province
whether under direct authority of the Government or by means of

independent Companies or municipalities is wholly within the purview
of the Province OBrien Allen 30 S.C.R 340 and so is the right to

provide for the safety of circulation and traffic on such highways The
aspect of that field is wholly provincial from the point of view of the use
of the highway and of the use of the vehicles It has to do with the civil

regulation of the use of highways and personal property the protection
of the persons and property of the citizens the prevention of nuisances

and the suppression of conditions calculated to make circulation and

traffic dangerous Such is amongst others the provincial aspect of section

84 of The Highway Traffic Act

Disons tout de suite que le rŁglement en litige nest rien
autre chose quun rŁglement de police ii est base primor
dialement sur le fait que les rues ne doivent pas Œtre

utilisØes pour fiuis de distribution de documents Lusage
normal des rues est celui de la circulation pied ou en
voiture Voir Dillon On Municipal Corporations Ød

1083 McQuillin On Municipal Corporations Ød
vol p. 936 et suivantes mŒmevolume 61 938.

S.C.R 396

747293k
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Faisons remarquer dabord que la Charte de la Cite de

UMVR QuØbec est antØrieure la ConfØdØration29-30 Vict 57
Cior La Cite nest pas rØgie par la Loi des Cites et Villes S.R.Q
QVEBEC 1941 233 mais il nest pas hors de propos de rØfØrer

in1ret cJ cette loi pour se rendre compte de lØten due des pouvoirs

qui sont confØrØs pour la rØglementation des rues

Le conseil est attribuØ art 424 le pouvoir gØnØral de

faire des rŁglements pour assurer la paix lordre le bon

gouvernement Ia salubritØ le bien-Œtre gØnØral et lamØ
lioration de Ia municipalitØ Plus spØcialement art 426
par 10 ii peut rØglementer ou empØcher les jeux et

les amusements sur les rues allØes trottoirs ou places

publiques ii le pouvoir gØnØral de nommer des

agents de police ou constables avec autoritØ et juridiction

dans ies limites de Ia municipalitØ par 16a Ii peut

art 428 prohiber empŒcher et supprimer les attroupe

ments rixes troubles reunions dØsordonnØeset tous spec
tacles ou amusements brutaux ou dØpravØs permettre
moyennant le paiement dune licence et rØglementer laffi

chage de placards empŒcher quaucune congregation ou

reunion pour le culte religieux ne soit troublØe dans ses

exercices mŒmeprohiber la distribution aux portes des

Øglises le dimanche de toutes feuilles vlantes ou circu

laires imprimØes Enfin et spØcifiquement sujet aux dis

positions de ia Loi relative aux rues publiques S.R.Q 1941

242a laquelle ii nest pas nØcessaire de rØfØrer plus

amplementen vertu de larticle 429 le conseil peut faire

des rŁglernents de Ia plus grande Øtendue pour louverture

et lentretien des rues des trottoirs et des places publiques

pour en rØglementer liisage empŒcher et faire cesser tout

empiØtement prescrire Ia maniŁre de placer les enseignes

poteaux denseignes auvents poteaux de tØlØphone de

tØlØgraphe et dØlect.ricitØ abreuvoirs pour chevaux rate

hers et autres obstructions faire disparaItre toute nuisance

ou obstruction sur les trot toirs rues allØes et terrains

publics et empŒcher quils ne soient encombrØs de voitures

ou dautres choses rØglementer Ia vitesse des vØhicules dans

les limites de la municipalitØ rØglementer lusage des

bicycles et des automobiies et les empŒcher de circuler sur

certaines rues rØglementer ou dØfendre lusage de voi

tures bruyantes dans les rues et places publiques rØgle

menter ou dØfendre lexhibition ou le port ou ha distri
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bution de banniŁres placards annoæces et prospectus ou

autres articles dans les prŁs des ou sur les rues allØes SAWMVB

trottoirs et places publiques rØglementer ou empŒcher le ow

dØploiement de drapeaux banniŁres et enseignes travers QE0
es rues et places publiques et rØglementer permettre Rinfret CJ
moyennant un permis ou dØfendre la construction et lusage

de tableaux affiches et enseignes le long ou prŁs des rues
allØes et places publiques ou sur les lots vaeants ou

aileurs

Cette longue ØnumØration fait bien voir jusqu quel

point les municipalitØs ont le contr le de leurs rues en

vertu de la loi gØnØrale

Le rØglement atitaquØ est strictement du mŒme ordre

didØe

Ii est non moms clair que lActe de lAmØrique britan-

nique du Nord 1867 dans Ia distribution quelle fait des

pouvoirs lØgislatifs aux paragraphes 91 et 92 attribue dans

chaque province Ia Legislature le pouvoir exelusif de

faire des lois relatives aux institutions municipales dans

ia province par la propriØtØ et les droits civils dans

la province par 13 et gØnØralement toutes les matiŁres

dune nature purement locale et privØe dans Ia province

par 16
Ii serait vraiment fantastique de prØtendre que quelques

uns des pouvoirs ci-dessus mentionnØs et que lon trouve

dans la Loi des Cites et Villes de Ia province de QuØbec
pourraient relever du domaine fØdØral Je ne me reprØ

sente pas facilement le Parlement fØdØral entreprenant

dadopter des lois sur aucune de ces matiŁres Voir le

jugement du Conseil PrivØ dans Hodge The Queen
Je ne comprends pas dailleurs que le procureur de

lappelant dirige son argumentation lencontre de ce prin
cipe gØnØral Ii demande Ia Cour de sØcarter du texte

du rŁglement et ii cherche trouver un motif qui serait

eelui quil avait dØj allØguØ dans sa declaration que ce

rŁglement avait tØ passØ spØcialement dans le but de

limiter les activitØs du demandeur et des TØmoins de

Jehovah

1883 App Cas 117 131 133 134
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Ii est remarquer que le rŁglement lui-mŒme ne dit rien

Srniua de tel iii sapplique tous queue que soit leur nationalitØ

CITYoF leu-r doctrine ou leur religion Mais en plus le juge de

QUEBEC premiere instance dØcidØ en fait quil na pas ØtØ prouvØ

.RinfretCJ que ce rŁglement avait ØtØ passe spØcialement dans Ce but
Dautre part en .matiŁre dexcŁs de pouvoirs cest touj ours

au mØrite. pith and substance de la legislation quil

faut sa.rrŒter Ce que ic rŁg.lement vise est uniquement

lusage des rues pour fins de distribution En outre que

ainsi que la dØcidØ le juge de la .Cour SupØrieure aucun

motif a cUne arriŁre-peæsØena ØtØ dØvoiiØe par la preuve

faite ienquŒte cest une idØe erronØe que dØ chercher

attribuer un motif une loi qui nen mentionne pas Tin

rŁglement peut Œtre valide mŒmesilo but du conseil muni

cipal est mauvais

Javoue trouver Øtrange que Von mette rnŒrne en discus

sion le pouvoir des corporations municipales de rØglernen

ter de la fa on la plus absolue lusage de leurs rues et den

exercer le contr le Notre Cour sest .prononcØe l -.dessus

dune .fa on catØgorique clans iaffaire de Winner S.M.T

Eastern Limited Attorney General of Canada La

majoritØ des juges exprirn alors lavis rnŒrne lorsqui1

sagissait dun cas de droit international quune loi provin

ciale pouvait valablement stipuler que dans les limites de

la province du Nouveau-Brunswick un bureau board
en vertu de The Motor Carrier Act pouvait empŒcher

Winner un propriØtairede ligne dautobus demeurant

Lewiston dans lEtat du Maine Etats-ljnis de faire des

arrŒtsdans les rues du Nouveau-Brunswick pour prendre

des passagers dont la destination Øtait lintØrieur du

Nouveau-Brunswick
En ce qui me concerne je nai pas eu me prononcer

sur cepoint parce que je suis arrivØ mes conclusions pour

des raisons diffØrentes de celles de la majoritØ mais je nai

aucune hesitation ajouter que si jeusse eu le faire je

me serais accordØ avec la majoritØ sur ce sujet

En envisageant le rŁglement qui nous ØtØ soumis ii

est remarquer je le rØpŁtequele texte de ce rŁglement

ne fait aucune allusion au caractŁre religieux des tracts ou

des feui1lets qui sont visØs Je ne saurais me rendre

lidØe que pour decider de la validitØ de ce rŁglement ii

SC.R 887
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faille aller au-del de ce quil dit et so demander si Ia Cite

de QuØbec en ladoptant avait un motif ultØrieur Cela SAUMU

nimporte pas du tout Si une corporation municipale CIoF
le pouvoir de prohiber ou de contrMer lusage de ses rues

nous navons pas nous demander quel pu tre son Rinfret CJ
motif pas plus par exemple quen reconnaissant tout

citoyen le droit dinterdire iaocŁs de sa maison on puisse

disputer le motif qui le pousse en agir ainsi Ii se peut

que sa raison soit quil ne veuiile pas laisser entrer un
communiste dans sa maison mŒme si cest l son motif

cache ou son arriŁre-pensØe cela ne lui enlŁve pas son droit

absclu de dØfendre laccŁs de sa maison qui que ce soit

La Cite de QuØbec eut-e11le en rnŒme dansiidØece que
le rŁglement ne fait pas voirde prendre ce moyen dem
pŒcher les TØmoins de Jehovah de distribuer ieurs feuillets

et leurs tracts cela naurait jamais pour rØsultat de rendre

sa decision illØgale ni surtout inconstitutionnelle

La seule question que les tribunaux ont examiner est

celie de avoir Si la Cite de QuØbec avait Ic pouvoir dadop
ter ce rŁglement Nous navons pas chercher derriere le

texte quelie adoptØ pour voir quel pu Œtre son but

en ce faisant Jirai mŒmeplus loin et je dirai que Iusage

des rues dune municipalitØ est indiscutablement une ques
tion du domaine municipal et une question locale Je

cherche encore en vertu de quoi on pourrait prØtendre que
cette matiŁre ne tombe pas exclusivement dans la catØgorie

des sujets attribuØs aux provinces en vertu de 1articie 92

de iActe de lAmØriquebritannique du Nord et dans cc

cas mŒme sil est admis que le droit de culte est du do-

maine fØdØrai le pouvoir de contr ie des rues municipaies
Øtant un sujet spØcifiquement attribuØ oux provinces ii

aurait prØsØance sur le pouvoir suppose du Parlement

dØral de lØgifØrer en matiŁre de culte Ii est de jurispru

dence constante que du moment quun sujet est spØciale

ment attribuØ au domaine provincial par Iarticle 92 iii

prØsØance et prioritØsur tout pouvoir que prØtendrait exer

cer Ic fØdØral en vertu des pouvoirs gØnØraux mentionnØs

dans la.rtieie 91

Ii ny pas si longtemps que lon eu dans Ia Cite

dOttawa lexemple dune loi provinciale qui permettait

une municipalitØ dempŒcher la pratique des jeux commer
cialisØs ic dimanche qui cependant sous un certain aspect
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1953 doit Øtre considØrØe comme un exercice qui empiŁterait sur

SAUMUB lobservance du Jour du Seigneur et serait done si lon

oF admettait Ia prØtention que je discute du domaine des

JEBEC cultes et dun caractŁre religieux Cette loi provinciale est

RinfretCJ dans les statuts de la province dOntario et jusquici nul

ne sest avisØ den soulever linconstitutionnalitØ

La question de juridietion ne peut jamais dØpendre de

Ia valeur des raisons qui sont donnØes pas plus dans un

rŁglement que dans un jugement Ce que lappelant sou

iŁve et Ce quil demande Ia Cour de prononcer cest que

Ia Cite de QuØbec navait pas ile pouvoir dadopter cc

rŁglement Ii ne pourra jamais justifier cette conclusion

en prØtendant que la Cite la adoptØ pour un motif erronØ

En rØalitØle veritable argument que lappelant tente de

faire prØvaloir cest que cc rŁglernent lempŒchedexercer

son culte ou comme ii lallŁgue pour les fins de Ia cause

sa religion

Je partage absolument lopinion du juge de premiere

instance et celle de la majoritØ de la Cour du Banc de Ia

Reine en appel leffet que Ic rŁglement a.ttaquØ ne fait

rien de tel Tout dabord Ce nest pas un rŁglement qui

prohibe cest un rŁglement qui permet sous certaines res

trictions

Je rØpŁte que iappelant devant Ia Cour se trouve oct

Øgard dans une position dØfectueuse parce quil na pas

soumis au Chef de police de la Cite de QuØbec les pamphlets

quil avait lintention de distribuer Comme laffirme la

defense ii prØfØrØ ignorer absolument Ic rŁglement et

procØder faire sa distribution sans en demander Ia per

mission II en rØsulte que nous ne savons pas ce que

lappelant voulait distribuer et nous ne connaissons nulle

ment la nature de ces tracts

Ii lieu par consequent de limiter notre investigation

Ia question de savoir si vraiment lappelant par ce rŁgle

ment est empŒchØde pratiquer sa religion et il faut encore

restreindre le dØbat la question de savoir si lappelant

par suite de cc rŁglement ne peut paz distribuer des

pamphlets religieux dans les rues de la Cite de QuØbec

Car ii est evident que sur ce chapitre il faut que le rŁgle

ment prohibe Ia distribution des pamphlets religieux que
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Jappeiant voudrait dissØminer Cet argument ne vaut

nullement lencontre de la prohibition de distribuer tout SAUMUB

autre pamphlet Cnvor

Ironie du sort les TØmoinsde Jehovah qui dans leurs

publications affirment catØgoriquement non seulement RinfretCj

quils ne constituent pas une religion mais quils sont

opposes It toute religion et que les religions sont une

invention du demon sont maintenant devant les tribunaux

du Canada pour demander protection au nom de la reli

gion et cette fin lencontre de la constitutionnalitØ des

lois municipales de la province de QuØbec us sont con
traints dinvoquer une loi de la province de QuØbec
savoir la Loi concernant la libertØ des cultes et du bon

ordre dans les Øglises et leurs alentours 307 S.R.Q 1941
Cette loi invoquØe par eux con tient larticle suivant

La jouissance et le libre exercice du cuite de toute profession

religieuse sans distinction ni prfØrence mais de maniŁre ne pas servir

dexcuse Ia licence ni autoriser des pratiques incompatibles avec In

paix et In afiretØ de Ia province sont permis par Ia constitution et les lois

de cette province tous lea sujets de Sa MajestØ qui vivent S.R 1925

198

Cest bien ainsi que lappelan-t pose le problŁme dans

sa declaration

.his unqualified right as Canadian citizen to the expression of his

views on the issues of the day and in employing thereby his right of

freedom of speech freedom of the press and free exercise of worship of

Almighty God as guaranteed by the unwritten British Constitution by

the provisions of the British North America Act generally and in

particular in its preamble and sections 91 92 and 129 as well as by
the statute of the Province of Quebec generally and in particular by
An Act Respecting Peddlers R.S.Q 1941 Chapter 230 especially

section thereof and by An Act Respecting Licences R.SQ 1941

Chapter 76 especially section 82 thereof and by An Act Respecting

Freedom of Worship and the Maintenance of Good Order In and Near

Places of Public Worship R.S.Q 1941 Chapter 307 especially section

thereof

Ii ny pas lieu de sarrØter la rØfØrence Ia Loi con
cernant les colporteurs et Ia Loi des licences

Le procureur de lappelant ne sest pas non plus expliquØ

sur ce quil entend par the unwritten British Constitution

comme gouvernant les pouvoirs respectifs du Parlement

canadien et des Legislatures provinciales tels quils sont

dØfinis dans les artidles 91 et 92 de iActe de lAmØrique

britannique du Nord Cest cette loi qui contient la

Constitution du Canada et le Conseil PrivØ plusieurs
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1953 reprises dØclarØ que les pouvoirs ainsi distribuØs entre le

SA1MUR Pariernent et les legislatures couvraient absolument tous

CITY OF les pouvoirs que pouvait exercer le Canada comme entitØ

QUEBEc politique Mais lappelant pretend que la question de

Rinfret n.j iexercice du culte est exciusivement de la juridiction du

Parlernent fØdØral et en particulier que les prescriptions

du rŁglement attaquØ seraient couvertes par le debut de

larticle 91 qui autorise ladoption de lois pour la paix

lordre et le bon gouvernement du Canada ou la Loi

criminelle

Au sujet de la premiere prØtention ii suffit de poursuivre

la lecture de larticle 91 pour constater que le pouvoir du

Parlernent fØdØral relativement la paix lordre et le bon

gouvernement du Canada se bornent toutes les rnatiŁres ne

tombant pas dans les categories de sujets exciusivernent

assignØs par le present acte aux Legislatures des provinces
Comme ii ØtØ invariablernent dØcidØ par le Conseil PrivØ

et conformØment dailleurs au texte prØciS que nous venons

de citer des que la matiŁre est cOuverte par lun des para
graphes de larticle 92 elle devient du domaine exciusif

des legislatures de chaque province et elle est soustraite

la juridiction du Parlement fØdØral Naturellement nous

ne parlons plus ici du contr le des rues municipales car ii

lest evident que dans Ce cas les paragraphes 13 Øt 16 de

larticle 92 comme dailleurs nous lavons vu plus haut
attribuent cette uridiction exciusivement aux legislatures

Mais si nous comprenons bien la prØtention cest que la

garantie de iexercice du culte doit venir du Parlement

fØdØral et nappartient pas aux legislatures Nous disons

bien quelle doit venir car ii est trŁs certain que pour le

moment elle nexiste pas ailleurs que dans la Loi concer

nant la libertØ des culJtes invoquØe par lappelant dans sa

declaration S.R.Q 1941 307
La difficultØ quØprouve ici iappelant rØsuite de plusieurs

raisons

PremiŁrement Son droit de distribuer des pamphlets

religieux ne constitue pas lexercice dun cuite dune pro
fession religieuse

.DeuxiŁmementA tout ØvØnement la jouissance et le

libre exercice du culte dune profession religieuse ne jouit

pas en vertu du chapitre 307 S.R.Q 1941 dune autori
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sation absolue mais ii faut que ce culte sexerce de ma
niŁre ne pas servir dexcuse la licence ni autoriser SAUMUR

-des pratiques incompatiMes avec ia paix et la sretØ de la CITY OF

province
Quc

TroisiŁrnement Lexercice du culte est un droit civil et Rinfret CJ

pal consequent tombe sous le paragraphe 13 de larticle 92

de lActe de lAmØrique britannique du Nord Ii est donc

du domaine provincial

Le premier point ci-dessus depend dune question de fait

Or lappelant fait entendre comme tØmoin un monsieur

Hayden Covington qui sØst dØ-crit comme ordained

minister of the gospel and lawyer 124 Columbia Heights

Brooklyn New York Au cours de ce tØmoignage ce

tØmoin idØntiflØ un nombre considerable de publications

dont ii dØclarØ quetles contØnaient la dOctrine des TØ
moms de Jehovah en ajoutant They comprise the official

view doctrines and principles advocated and taught by

Jehovahs Witnesses at the date of publication of each of

such books Or dans toutes ces publications ii est affirmØ

que les TØmoinsde Jehovah ne sont pas une religion que

au contraire letir but est de combattre toutes les religions

et que la religion est une invention du demon Nous avons

dØj au debut de ce jugement fait allusjon cette doc

trine

Dans les circonstances ii mest impossible de voir en

vertu de quoi les TØmoinsde Jehovah pourraient invoquer

ia libertØ du cuite qui est prØvue dans le chapitre 307 des

Statuts Refondus de QuØbec 1941 Dailleurs ii serait

exagØrØ de prØtendre que par application du ehapitre 307

aucune manifestation religieuse ne pourrait Œtre empŒchØe

par rŁglement Cest ainsi quil est de pratique courante

que les municipalitØs ne permettent pas la vente dinsignes

tag-days pour fins de bienfaisance sans une autori

sation qui est rØservØe an conseil et je nentretiens pas le

moindre doute qæune corporation municipale le pouvoir

dinterdire les processions religieuses dans ses rues queue

que soit la nature ou le caractŁre de ces processions Jai

mŒme eu connaissance de rŁglements municipaux qui dØ
fendaient aux Øglises de sonner les cloches pour appeler les

fidŁles aux exercices religieux
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Pour ce qui est du deuxiŁme point ci-dessus mentionnØ
SAUMiTR ii faut rØitØrer que lartiele du chapitre 307 ne permet

OF ps la jouissanee et le libre exercice du cuite dune pro
Qvizac fession rellgieuse dune fa on abscilue Ii faut que cela ne

Rinlret C.j serve pas dexcuse la licence ni des pratiques incom

patibles avec la paix et la s retØ de Ia province Cest le

texte mŒmede Ia loi

Si donc lencontre de Ia preuve ii faflait decider que
les TØmoinsde JØhovah pratiquent un culte II nen fau
drait pas moms en vertu du texte de la Loi concernant la

libertØ des cultes que la province ou la municipalitØ ait

le droit de eontr ler cet exercice de maniŁre ne pas
servir dexcuse la licence ni autoriser des pratiques

incompatibles avec Ia paix et la sfretØ de la province

Puisque les TØmoinsde Jehovah prØtendent que leur pro
fession religieuse consiste distribuer des tracts retigieux

ii sensuit que Ia province ou la municipalitØ laquelle

Ia province dØiŁgue ce pouvoir le droit dexaminer lea

pamphlets religieux que lon entend distribuer de fa on

en autoriser ou non Ia distribution

cet Øgard je le rØpŁte lea TØmoinsde Jehovah ayant
pris Ia position quils ne demanderaient pas lautorisation

et quils ne soumettraient pas Ia littØrature qui.ls voulaient

distribuer nous navons aucune preuve au dossier suscep
tible de nous permettre de savoir si cette littØraturetorn-

bait ou non dans les exceptions prØvues par larticle dii

chapitre 307 Mais ci nous nous croyions justifies de

prendre pour acquit que cette littØrature serait de la mŒme
nature que les livres et les tracts qui ont ØtØ produits au

dossier ou encore quelle contiendrait les dklarations faites

par le vice-prØsident Covington ii serait inconcevable

quune municipalitØ ne put empØcher la circulation dans

ses rues de cette littØrature que son conseil pourrait cer
tainement considØrer comme constituant de la licence on
des pratiques incompatibles avec Ia paix et la s retØ de la

province et des lors comme tombant dana lexception

exprimØe dans larticle

Void en effet ce quon trouve dans le tØmoignage de

Covington
Are you informed that the religion of greater part of the people

in this province and in this city is Roman CatholicA Yes have

that information
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En fait II est notoire que 90 pour cent de la population de

Ia Cite de QuØbec est catholique romaine et 45 pour cent SAUMUR

de la population du Canada appartient mŒmereligion CITY OF

On lui demande alors de lire les passages suivants des QtrEBm

publications des TØmoinsde Jehovah Rinfret CJ
Religion is the adulteress and idolatress that befriends and commits

religious fornication with the political and commercial elements She is

the lover of this world and blesses the world from the balcony of the

Vatican and in the pulpits Religion whose most powerful representative

has ruled from Rome for sixteen centurie8 traces her origin all the way
back to Babylon of Nimrods founding and organized religion deservedly

bears the name Babylon

will shew unto thee the judgment of the great whore or idolatress that

sitteth upon many waters with whom the kings of the earth have com
mitted fornication and the inhabitants of the earth have been made

drunk with the wine of her fornication full of abomi
nations and filthiness of her fornication and upon her forehead was

name written MYSTERY BABYLON THE GREAT THE MOTHER
OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH

Les citations qui prØcŁdent sont tirØes de exhibit D-49
aux pages 345 et 346

AprŁs avoir mis le tØmoin Covington en presence des

extraits ci-dessus Iavocat dŒ Cite de QuØbec lui de
mande

Do you consider that writing such books with such insults against

another religion in fact the religion practised by the people of this

province or city proper means of preaching the gospelA do

Et au cours de cette rØponse ii dit

history abundantly attests to the fact that the Roman Catholic

Hierarchy has had relationship with the world and has had part tacitly

in the wars between the nations and the destruction of nations

Un .peu plus loin

Do you consider necessary for your organization to attack the

other religions in fact the Catholic the Protestant and the Jews
Indeed The reason for that is because the Almighty God commands

that error shall be exposed and not persons or nations

La Cour demande au mŒmetØmoin
You are the only witnesses of the truthA Jehovahs Witnesses

are the only witnesses to the truth of Almighty God Jehovah..

Is the Roman Catholic true churchA No
Is it an unclean womanA It is pictured in the Bible as

whore as having illicit relationship with the nations of this world and

history proves that fact history that all have studied in school

un autre point de vue ce mŒmetØmoin declare

If obedience to law of the state or nation would compel them lea

TØmoins de Jehovah to thereby violate Gods law they will obey God
rather than men
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Ce que dailleurs ii avait dØja affirmØ peu de temps aupa
SAUMUR ravant au cours de son tØmoignage une demande de la

Cirr OF Cour
Quasac Notwithstanding the laws of the country to the contraryA Not.

Rinfret c.j withstanding t.he laws of the country to the contrary

Qui oserait prØtendre que des pamphlets contenant les

declarations .qui prØcŁdent distribuØs dans une cite comme
celle de QuØbec ne constitueraient pas une pratique incom

patible avec la paix et Ia s retØ de la Cite ou de la pro
vince Quel tribunal condamnerait un conseil municipal

qui empŒcherait la circulation de pareilles declarations

Et je nai choisi que quelques passages dans des livres et

des tracts qui fourmillent de semblables affirmations La

dØcence dailleurs me commanderait de ne pas en citer

davantage Et cela ne me paralt pas nØcessaire pour dØ

montrer quune municipalitØ dont 90 pour cent de la

population est catholiquº non seulement ile droit mais

le devoir deinpŒcher Ia dissemination de pareilies infamies

Enfin le dernier point cest la question que lexercice des

cultes est un droit civil qui relŁve de la juridiction des

legislatures provinciales Cest ainsi que lont considØrØ

les provinces de la Saskatchewan et de lAlberta qui ont

adoptØ des lois intitulØes An Act to Protect Certain Civil

Rights 1947 11 Geo VI 35 Lobjet de la loi est

dØclarØ dans le prØambule comme Øtant to protect certain

civil rights et larticle de la Loi stipule

Every person and every class of persons shall enjoy the right to

freedom of conscience opinion and belief and freedom of religious

association teaching practice and worship

La province de lAlberta un statut semblable

Ii est intØressant sur ce point de rØfØrer IinterprØ

tation donnØe par le Conseil PrivØ de iexpression civil

rights dans lAete de QuØbec de 1774 dans la cause de

Citizens Insurance Company of Canada Parsons

it is to be observed that the same words Civil rights are employed

in the Act 14 Geo 83 which made provision for the Government

of the province of Quebec Sect of that Act enacted that His Majestys

Canadian subjects within the province of Quebec should enjoy their

property usages and other civil rights as they had before done and

that in all matters of controversy relative to property and civil rights

resort should be had to the laws of Canada and be determined agreably

to the said laws In this statute the words property and civil rights

1881 App Cas 96
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are plainly used in their largest sense and there is no reason for holding 1953

that iii the statute under discussion they are used in different and

narrower one

Ii suffit de signaler Ia contradiction de largumentation
du procureur de lappelant qui dune part allŁgue 1ii- RinC
constitutionnalitØ de la Charte de QuØbec en invoquant
dautre part quele est en conflit avec la Loi concernant

la libertØ des cultes S.R.Q 1941 307 de cette mŒme
province de QuØbec Ii est indiscutable que lÆ legislature

qui adoptØ le chapitre 307 avait ia competence voulue

pour adopter la Charte de la Cite de QuØbec en vertu de

iaquelle le rŁglement 184 ØtØ ØdictØ

En plus dailleurs le chapitre 307 nest rien autre chose

quune loi dØclaratoire dun statut antØrieur la ConfØdØ
ration dont le procureur de lappelant fait grand cas
On la trouve dans les Statuts Revises du Canada dc 1859
74 qui est lui-mŒrne la reproduction dune loi de 1851
Et alors entre en cause larticle 129 de lActe de lAmØ

rique britannique du Nord 1867 en vertu duquet toutes les

lois en vigueur en Canada lors de lUnion continuent

dexister entre autres dans la province de QuØbec comme
si lTinion navait pas eu lieu Elles peuvent Œtre rØvo

quØes abolies ou modifiØes par le Parlement du Canada
ou par la legislature de Ia province respective conformØ
ment lautoritØ du Parlement ou de cette legislature en
vertu du present acte Mais ill ny pas lieu de se

demander ici si la revocation Øtait du ressort du Par1erneit

fØdØral ou de la Legislature de QuØbec ou dOntario parce
que telle revocation na pas eu lieu Le Parlement du
Canada nullement rØvoquØou modiflØ cette loi antØrieure

la ConfØdØration et par consequent en vertu mŒme de

larticle 129 de la Constitution cette Ioi continue dŒtreen

vigueur dans la province de QuØbec comme si 1Union
navait pas eu lieu En vain iappelant a-t-il prØtendu

quun rŁglement de ce genre avait le caractŁre dune loi

criminelle et serait des lors du domaine du Parlement du

Canada en vŁrtu du paragraphe 27 de larticle 91 de lActe

de lAmØrique britamnique du NOrd Ce rŁglement na
aucunement iaspect de la definition dun acte criminel

On peut voir sous ce rapport ce que dit Lord IHewart dans

Thomas Sawkins et Øgaiement dans la mŒmecause
les commentaires de Avory

KB 249
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Nous avons l une situation semblable celle qui fut

SAUMtrR ØtudiØe par cette Cour dans la cause de Provincial Secre

CoF tary of Prince Edward Island Egan dØj citØe plus
Qusssc haut La COur Supreme du Canada ne faisait alors que

Rinfret rØitØrer ce qui avait ØtØ dit dans In Re McNutt et

surtout dans BØdard Dawson oi cette Cour main
tenu la validitØ dun statut de QuØbec autorisant la Cour

ordonner la fermeture dune maison de dØsordre sur le

principe quil sagit l dune matiŁre de propriØtØ et de

droit civil et qui ne tombe pas sous le coup de la Loi cri

minelle Dailleurs les provinces ont le pouvoir daider

lapplication du droit criminel en tentant de supprimer le

crime et le dØsordre comme le faisait remarquer le Juge

en chef Duff dans laffaire des Lois de la province dOntario

relatives aux enf ants abandonnØs ou nØgligØs

Sur le tout je nai donc aucune hesitation dire que le

rŁglement attaquØ est legal valide et constitutionnel et

que les jugements qui lont dØclarØ tel doivent Øtre con
firmØsavec dØpens

KERWIN The appellant Saumur is member of

Jehovahs Witnesses and by action brought in the Superior

Court of Quebec asks that by-law 184 of the City of Quebec

passed October 27 1933 be declared to beboth on its face

and in so far as he is concernedultra vires unconstitu

tional illegal null and void and be quashed and set aside

for all legal purposes The Superior Court and the Court

of Queens Bench Appeal Side with Bertrand dis

senting dismissed the action and hence this appeal

Clause of the by-law provides penalties for the breach

of clause the important provision which is in these

words

lo.It is by the preaent by-law forbidden to distribute in the streets

of the City of Quebec any book pamphlet booklet circular tract what
ever without having previously obtained for so doing the written per
mission of the Chief of Police

Counsel for the appellant declined to contend that the

by-law was invalid because discretion was delegated to

the Chief of Police Counsel for the respondent the City

of Quebec and for the intervenant the Attorney General

S.C.R 396 at 415 1923 S.C.R 631

1913 47 Can S.C.R 259 71 C.C.C 110 at 112 113

Q.R Q.B 475
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of Quebec did not deal with the point and nothing is there- p53

fore said about it However an argument was advanced SauMun
based upon pre-Confederation statute of 1852 of the old Cior
Province of Canada 14-15 Viet 175 the relevant part of

which provides Kerwinj
the free exercise and enjoyment of Religious Profession and Worship

without discrimination or preference so as the same be not made an
excuse for acts of licentiousness or justification of practices inconsistent
with the peace and safety of the Province is by the constitution and laws
of this Province allowed to all Her Majestys subjects within the same

Section 129 of the British North America Act 1867
enacts

129 Except as otherwise provided by this Aot all Laws in force in

Canada Nova Scotia or New Brunswick at the Union and all Courts

of Civil and Criminal Jurisdiction and all legal Commissions Powers
and Authorities and all Officers Judicial Administrative and Ministerial

existing therein at the Union shall continue in Ontario Quebec Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick respectively as if the Union had not been

made subject nevertheless except with respect to such as are enacted

by or exist under Acts of the Parliament of Great Britain or of the

Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland to be

repealed abolished or altered by the Parliament of Canada or by the

Legislature of the respective Province according to the Authority of the
Parliament or of that Legislature nader this Act

By virtue of this section that part of the pre-Confedera
tion statute extracted above continued to operate in the

Province of Quebec at the time of the coming into force of

the British North America Act Since then the Quebec
Legislature enacted legislation practically in the same
words and certainly to the same effect which legislation

has been continued from time to time and is now found in

section of R.S.Q 1941 307 The Freedom of Worship
Act Whether or not such legislation be taken to supersede

the pre-Confederation enactment no statutes such as the

Quebec City Charter in the general terms in which they
are expressed and whenever originally enacted have the

effect of abrogating the specific terms of the enactment

providing for freedom of worship

It appears from the material filed on behalf of the appel
lant that Jehovahs Witnesses not only do not consider

themselves as belonging to religion but vehemently attack

anything that may ordinarily be so termed but in my view

they are entitled to the free exercise and enjoyment of

their Religious Profession and Worship The Witnesses

attempt to spread their views by way of the printed and
747294
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1953 written word as well as orally and state that such attempts

suE are part of their belief Th.eir attacks on religion gener

CITYo ally or on one in particular do not bring them within the

QUEBEC exception so as the same be not made an excuse for licen

tiousness or justification of practices inconsistent with the

peace and safety of the Province While several defini

tions of licentious appear in standard dictionaries the

prevailing sense of that term is said to be libertine las-

civious lewd To certain biblical expressions the pamph
lets etc of Jehovahs Witnesses which they desire to dis

tribute attach meaning which is offensive to great

majority of the inhabitants of the Province of Quebec
But if they have legal right to attempt to spread their

beliefs as think they have the expressions used by them
in so doing as exemplified in the exhibits filed do not fall

within the first part of the exception Nor in my opinion

are their attacks inconsistent with the peace and safety of

the Province even where they are directed particularly

against the religion of most of the Provinces residents

The peace and safety of the Province will not be endangered
if that majority do not use the attacks as foundation for
breaches of the peace

Confined to the argument now under consideration the

above reasons do not justify declaration that the by-law
is ultra vires the City of Quebec since if not otherwise

objectionable the by-law may have its effect in other cases

and under other circumstances but they do warrant

declaration that the by-law does not extend so as to pro
hibit the appellant as member of Jehovahs Witnesses

from distributing in the streets of Quebec any book
pamphlet booklet circular or tract of Jehovahs Witnesses
included in th exhibits and an injunction restraining the

City its officers and agents from in any way interfering

with such actions of the appellant

The appellant further contended that the by-law should

be declared illegal on the ground that the Provincial Legis

lature has no power to authorize the Council of the City of

Quebec to pass general by-law prohibiting the distribu

tion of books pamphletsetc in the City streets At first

he argued that the subject-matter of any such legislation

and by-law fails under section 91 of the British North
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America Act and not section 92 but later changed his posi- 1953

tion by arguing that neither Parliament nor the Provincial SAuMtm

Legislatures possessed the requisite power am unable to
CITY OF

agree with either of these submissions do not find it QUEBEC

helpful to refer to rights conferred by early treaties or sanc- Kerwin3

tioned by Imperial Statutes dealing with the old colonies

and subdivisions of what is now Canada since it is well-

settled that the British North America Act has conferred

all powers of legislation either upon Parliament or the

Legislatures of the Provinces and that there is no field in

which the one or the others may not operate Bank of

Toronto Lambe
Their Lordships have to construe the express words of an Act of

Parliament which makes an elaborate distribution of the whole field of

legislative authority between two legislative bodies and at the same
time provides for the federated provinces carefully balanced constitution

under which no one of the parts can pass laws for itself except under the

control of the whole acting through the Governor-General And the

question they have to answer is whether the one body or the other has

power to make given law

Attorney General for Ontario Attorney General for
Canada Companies Reference

In 1867 the desire of Canada for definite Constitution embracing the

entire Dominion was embodied in the British North America Act Now
there can be no doubt that under this organic instrument the powers
distributed between the Dominion on the one hand and the provinces

on the other hand cover the whole area of self-government within the

whole area of Canada It would be subversive of the entire scheme and

policy of the Act to assume that any point of internal seif-governiment

was withheld from Canada

In my view the right to practise ones religion is civil

right in the Province under head 13 of section 92 of the

British North America Act just as much as the right to

strike or lockout dealt with by the Judicial Committee in

Toronto Electric Commissioners Snider That deci
sion as has been often remarked was made inter partes
and at page 403 Viscount Haldane states

Whatever else may be the effect of this enactment The Industrial

Disputes Investigation Act 1907 of Caanda it is clear that it is one

which could have been passed so far as any Province was concerned by
the Provincial Legislature under the powers conferred by 92 of the

British North America Act For its provisions were concerned directly

with the civil rights of both employers and employed in t.he Province

It set up Board of Inquiry which could summon them before it

1887 12 App Cas 575 at 587 AC 571 at 581

AC 396

747294k
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1953 administer to them oaths call for their papers and enter their premises

It did no more than what Provincial Legislature could have done under

head 15 of 92 when it imposed punishment by way of penalty in order

CITY OF to enforce the new restrictions on civil rights It interfered further with

QUEBEC
civil rights when by 56 it suspended liberty to lock-out or strike

Kerwin during reference to Board It does not appear that there is anything

in the Douninion Act which could not have been enacted by the Legisla

ture of Ontario excepting one provision The field for the operation of

the Act was made the whole of Canada

For the same reason also think that freedom of the

press is civil right in the Province In Re Alberta Infor
mation Act Sir Lyman Duff stated short ground con
sidered by him and Davis sufficient to dispose of the

question as to whether Bill No of the Legislative As
sembly of Alberta An Act to Ensure the Publication of

Accurate News and Information was intra vires the Legis

lature of that Province With the greatest respect am
unable to agree with that part of his ensuing reasons for

judgment commencing at the foot of page 132 and continu

ing to the end of page 135 and particularly the following

statement Any attempt to abrogate this right of

public debate or to express the traditional forms of the

exercise of the right in public meeting and through the

press would in our opinion be incompetent to the Legis

lature of the Province Also with respect must dissent

from the views of Cannon upon this topic as expressed in

the same report

We have not Bill of Rights such as is contained in the

United States Constitution and decisions on that part of the

latter are of no assistance While it is true that as recited

in the preamble to the British North America Act the three

Provinces expressed desire to be federally united with

constitution similar in principle to that of the United

Kingdom complete division of legislative powers being

effected by the Act assume as it was assumed in Re Ado
tion Act with reference it is true to entirely different

matters that Provincial Legislatures are willing and able

to deal with matters of importance and substance that are

within their legislative jurisdiction It is perhaps needless

to say that nothing in the foregoing has reference to mat
ters that are confined to Parliament

S.C.R 100 S.C.R 398
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As to both freedom of religion and freedom of the press 195

with relation to the use of highways in the Province have SAUMUB

adready stated my view in Winner SM that high-

ways generally speaking fall within Property and Civil QUEBEC

Rights in the Province under head 13 of section 92 of the Kerwin

British North America Act As to what are the rights of the

public in highways it is sufficient to refer to Woolrychs
Laws of Ways The Kings highway is public

passage for the King and his subjects and Pratt and

McKenzies Law of Highways 19th ed pp and
The right of the public in highway is an easement of

passage onlya right of passing and repassing In the lan

guage of pleading party can only justify passing along
and not being in highway
The appeal should be allowed and declaration and

injunction granted in the terms set out above Although
he does not secure all that he claims the appellant is en
titled to his costs of the action and of the appeal to the

Court of Queens Bench Appeal Side He is also entitled

to his costs of the present appeal except that nothing should

be allowed for the preparation of factum Rule 30 of the

Rules of this Court provides for the contents of the factum

or points of argument of each party Part whereof is to

consist of brief of the argument setting out the points

of law or fact to be discussed This Rule was not com
plied with by the appellant filing two volumes containing
912 mimeographedpages together with an appendix thereto

of 86 mimeographedpages The costs awarded the appel
lant are payable by the respondent the City of Quebec
No order should be made as to costs for or against the inter

venant the Attorney General of Quebec

RAND The appellant seeks declaration that by-law
No 184 of the Cityof Quebec passed in October 1933 is

beyond the legislative power of the province
It is by the present by-law forbidden to distribute in the streeth

of the City of Quebec any book pamphlet booklet circular or tract

whatever without having previously obtained for so doing the written

permission of the Chief of Police

Contravention is punishable by fine with imprisonment
in default of payment No question is raised that the by
law is not authorized by the city charter and the grounds

1951 SC.R 887 at 908
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upon which it is challenged are that it infringes the freedom

SAUMTJR of religious worship secured by statute to which shall

Crro later refer and that it trenches upon the jurisdiction of the

Qrmc Dominion in restraining freedom of communication by

Rand writings

The practice under it is undisputed and as stated to us

by counsel is this when license is sought copy of the

document or writing proposed to be distributed is brought
to the police department and there the chief officer acting

with or without the city solicitor or others or in his

absence an official representing him peruses the writing
if there is nothing in it considered from any standpoint to

be cbjectionable the license issues if there is suggestions

are made that the offending matter be removed but if that

is not done the license is refused

As in all controversies of this nature the first enquiry

goes to the real nature and character of the by-law in what
substance and aspect of legislative matter is it enacted
and we must take its objects and purposes to be what its

language fairly embraces The by-law places no restric

tion on the discretion of the officer and none has been sug
gested If under cover of such blanket authority action

may be taken which directly deals with matters beyond

provincial powers can the fact that the language may at

the same time encompass action on matters within pro
vincial authority preserve it from the taint of ultra vires

May court enter upon delineation of the limitsand con

tours of the valid and invalid areas within it Must the

provision stand or fall as one or can it be severed or other

wise dealt with These are the subsidiary questions to be

answered

What the practice under the by-law demonstrates is that

the language comprehends the power of censorship From

its inception printing has been recognized as an agency of

tremendous possibilities and virtually upon its introduction

into Western Europe it was brought und.er the control and

license of government At that time as now in despotisms

authority viewed with fear and wrath the uncensored

printed word it is and has been the bŒte noire of dog
matists in every field of thought and the seat of its legis

lative control in this country becomes matter of the

highest moment
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The Christian religion its practices and profession ex
hibiting in Europe and America an organic continuity SAuMUE

stands in the first rank of social political and juristic Ciry OF

importance The Articles of Capitulation in 1760 the QUEBEC

Treaty of Paris in 1763 and the Quebec Act of 1774 all RandJ
contain special provisions placing safeguards against

restrictions upon its freedom which were in fact liberations

from the law in force at the time in England The Quebec

Act by sec declared that His Majestys subjects

professing the religion of the Church of Rome of and in the said

Province of Quebec may have hold and enjoy the free exercise of the

religion of the Church of Rome subject to the Kings supremacy

and by sec 15 that

no ordnance touching religion shall be of any force or

effect until the same shall have received His Majestys approbation

This latter provision in modified form was continued by
sec 42 of the Constitutional Act of 1791

whenever any act or acts shall in any manner relate to or

affect the enjoyment of or exercise of any religious form or mode of

worship

the proposed Act was to be laid before both Houses of Par
liament and the assent of the Sovereign could be given only
if within thirty days thereafter no address from either

House to withhold assent had been presented The Union

Act of 1840 sec 42 contained like provision In each of

the latter Acts existing laws were continued by sees 33 and

46 respectively From 1760 therefore to the present

moment religious freedom has in our legal system beea
recognized as principle of fundamental character and

although we have nothing in the nature of an established

church that the untrammelled affirmations of religious

belief and its propagation personal or institutional remain

as of the greatest constitutional significance throughout the

Dominion is unquestionable

This is confirmed by consideration of legislative powers
conferred by the same statutes By sec 12 of the Quebec

Act the legislative council with the consent of the gov
ernor could make ordnances generally for the peace wel
fare and good government of the province By sec the

Canadian subjects were to hold their property and pos
sessions together with all customs and usages relating
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953 thereto and all other their civil rights as before the capitsa ulation so far as they might be consistent with their new

CITY allegiance and in all matters of controversy relating to

QUEBEC property and civil rights resort should be had to the laws

RandJ of Canada as the rule for decision By sec lithe criminal

law of England was to be administered The change of

sovereignty had necessarily brought with it the public law

of England and so far as its provisions might onfiict with

the local laws and usages they would prevail

In 1852 cap 175 of 14-15 Vict Canada was with the

specified assent of Her Majesty enacted
Whereas the recognition of legal equality among all Religious Denomi

nations is an admitted principle of Colonial Legislation And whereas in

the state and condition of this Province to which such principle is

peculiarly applicable it is desirable that the same should receive the

sanction of direct Legislative Authority recognizing ani declaring the

same as fundamental principle of our civil polity Be it therefore

declared and enacted by the Queens Most Excellent Majesty by and

with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and of the

Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada constituted and

assembled by virtue of and under the authority of an Act passed in the

Parliament of the United Kingdoni of Great Britain and Ireland and

intituied An Act to re-unite the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada

and for the Government of Canada and it is hereby declared and enacted

by the .authority of the same That the free exercise and enjoyment of

Religious Profession and Worship without discrimination or preference

so as the same be not made an excuse for acts of licentiousness or

justification of practices inconsistent with the peace and safety of the

Province is by the constitution and laws of this Province allowed to all

Her Majestys subjects within the same

That law is now embodied in cap 307 sec of R.S.Q
1941

By cap 118 of the Imperial Statutes of 1854 sec 42 of

the Act of Union 1840 was repealed and it was provided
that the Governor might in Her Majestys name assent to

any bill of the Legislature of Canada or for Her Majesty to

assent to any such bill reserved for the signification of Her

pleasure although the bill should not have been laid before

the Houses of Parliament

Finally the Confederation Act of 1867 effected distrib

ution of legislative power for the peace order and good

government of Canada between the Dominion and the

provinces Sec of cap 118 1854 remains unrepealed

save by the effect upon it of that Act and it would appear

that its provisions for assent and reservation are incom

patible with the provincial status
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The only powers given by sec 92 of the Confederation 1953

Act which have been suggested to extend to legislation in SAUMITh

relation to religion are nos 13 Property and Civil Rights CirOF
and 16 Matters of merely local or private nature in the QUEBEC

province The statutory history of the expression Prop- Randj

erty and Civil Rights already given exhibiting its parallel

enactment with special provisions relating to religion shows

indubitably that such matters as religious belief duty and

observances were never intended to be included within that

collocation of powers If it had not been so the exceptional

safeguards to Roman Catholics would have been redundant

Strictly speaking civil rights arise from positive law but

freedom of speech religion and the inviolability of the per
son are original freedoms which are at once the necessary

attributes and modes of self-expression of human beings

and the primary conditions of their community life within

legal order It is in the circumscription of these liberties

by the creation of civil rights in persons who may be injured
by their exercise and by the sanctions of public law that

the positive law operates What we realize is the residue

inside that periphery Their significant relation to our law

lies in this that under its principles to which there are only
minor exceptions there is no prior or antecedent restraint

placed upon them the penalties civil or criminal attach

to results which their exercise may bring about and apply
as consequential incidents So we have the civil rights

against defamation assault false imprisonment and the

like and the punishments of the criminal law but the

sanctions of the latter lie within the exclusive jurisdiction

of the Dominion Civil rights of the same nature arise also

as protection against infringements of these freedoms

That legislation in relation to religion and its profes
sion is not local or private matter would seem to me to be
self-evident the dimensions of this interest are nationwide
it is even today embodied in the highest level of the con
stitutionalism of Great Britain it appertains to bound
less field of ideas beliefs and faiths with the deepest roots

and loyalties religious incident reverb erates from one end
of this country to the other and there is nothing to which
the body politic of the Dominion is more sensitive
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1953 There is finally the implication of sec 93 of the Con
SAUMUR federation Act which deals with education In this section

OF appear the only references in the statute to religion Sub-

QUEBEC see speaks of Denominational Schools and preserves

RdJ their existing rights and privileges Subsec ii extends to

the separate schools of the Queens Protestant and Roman
Catholic subjects in Quebec the same powers privileges

and duties then conferred and imposed upon the separate

schools of the Queens Roman Catholic subjects in Upper
Canada Subsec iii provides for an appeal to the Gov
ernor-General in Council from any act or decision of

provincial authority affecting any right or privilege of the

Protestant or Roman Catholic minority of the Queens sub

jects in relation to education Subsec iv declares that

in the event of any failure on the part of the provincial

authority to observe or enforce the provincial laws contem

pla.ted by the section Parliament may provide for the

execution of the provisions of the section On the argument

advanced and apart from the question of criminal law

these vital constitutional provisions could be written off by

the simple expedient of abolishing as civil rights and by

provincial legislation the religious freedoms of minorities

and so in legal contemplation the minorities themselves

So is it with freedom of speech The Confederation Act

recites the desire of the three provinces to be federally

united into one Dominion with constitution similar in

principle to that of the United Kingdom Under that

constitution government is by parliamentary institutions

including popular assemblies elected by the people at large

in both provinces and Dominion government resting ulti

mately on public opinion reached by discussion and the

interplay of ideas If that discussion is placed under license

its basic condition is destroyed the government as licensor

becomes disjoined from the citizenry The only security is

steadily advancing enlightenment for which the widest

range of controversy is the sine qua non

In the Reference re The Accurate News and Information

Act of Alberta Sir Lyman Duff deals with this matter

The proposed legislation did not attempt to prevent dis

cussion of affairs in newspapers but rather to compel the

publication of statements as to the true and exact objects

S.C.R 100
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of governmental policy and as to the difficulties of achiev- 195a

ing them Quoting the words of Lord Wright in James SAUMUE

Commonwealth that freedom of discussion means
freedom governed by law he says at 133 QUEBEC

it is axiomatic that the practice of this right of free public RandJ
discussion of public affairs notwithstanding its incidental mischiefs is the

breath of life for parliamentary institutions

He deduces authority to protect it from the principle that

the powers requisite for the preservation of the constitu

tion arise by necessary implication of the Confederation

Act as whole He proceeds
But this by no means exhausts the matter Any attempt to abrogate

this right of public debate or to suppress the traditional forms of the

exercise of the right in public meeting and through the press would
in our opinion be incompetent to the legislatures of the provinces or to

the legislature of any one of the provinces as repugnant to the provisions

of The British North America Act by which the Parliament of Canada
is established as the legislative organ of the people of Canada under the

Crown and Dominion legislation enacted pursuant to the legislative

authority given by those provisions The subject matter of such legisla

tion could not be described provincial matter purely as in sub
stance exclusively matter of property and civil rights within the

province or matter of private or local within the province It would

not be to quote the words of the judgment of the Judicial Committee in

Great West Saddlery Co The King 1921 A.C 91 at 122 legislation
directed solely to the purposes specified in section 92 and it would be

invalid on the principles enunciated in that judgment and adopted in

Caron The King 1924 A.C 999 at 1005-06

Conceding aspects of regulation of newspapers to be within

provincial powers he adds that

in this region of constitutional practice it is not permitted to

provincial legislature to do indirectly what cannot be done directly

Cannon expressed similar views
Freedom of discussion is essential to enlighten public opinion in

democratic State it cannot be curtailed without affecting the right of the

people to be informed through sources independent of the government

ccncerning matters of public interest There must be an- untrammelled

publication of the news and political opinions of the political parties

contending for ascendancy As stated in the preamble of The British

North America Act our constitution is and will remain unless radically

changed similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom At the

time of Confederation the United Kingdom was democracy Democracy
cannot be maintained without its foundation free public opinion and free

discussion throughout the nation of all matters affecting the State within
the limits set by the criminal code and the common law

AC 578 at 627
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1953 What is proposed before us is that newspaper just as
SAUMUB religious political or other tract or handbill for the pur
CITY poses of sale or distribution through use of streets can be

Quc placed under the uncontrolled discretion of municipal

officer that is that the province while permitting all

others could forbid newspaper or any writing of par
ticular colour from being so disposed of That public

ways in some circumstances the only practical means avail
able for any appeal to the community generally have from

the most ancient times been the avenues for such communi
cations is demonstrated by the Bible itself in the 6th verse

of ch xi of Jeremiah these words appear Proclaim all

these words in the cities of Judah and in the streets of

Jerusalem and more objectionable interference short

of complete suppression with that dissemination which is

the breath of life of the political institutions of this

country than that made possible by the by-law can scarcely

be imagined

But it is argued that the by-law relates not to religion or

free speech at all but to the administration of streets

Undoubtedly the city may pass regulations for that purpose
but within the general and neutral requirement of license

by the by-law number of equally plausible objects may
be conjectured No purpose whatever is indicated much
less specified by the language its sole effect is to create

and vest in functionary power to be exercised for any

purpose or reason he sees fit disclosed or undisclosed The

only practice actually followed is not remotely connected

with street regulation matters of traffic interference of

nuisance of cleanliness or anything of like character would

be within the citys authority but these are no more to be

inferred than others suggested possible purpose is to

deal with writings that might provoke breaches of the peace

by persons who dislike what they contain but the same
observation applies that matter or purpose is not pre
scribed and assuming it to be within the provincial pur
view on which express no opinion it would be only one

of number of objects of equal speculative inclusion within

the enactment some of which relate to matters beyond

provincial powers The alternatives of interpretation are

whether of that group of objects one being valid the by-law

in its entirety is valid or whether one being invalid the
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by-law in its entirety falls or shortly can legislation

embracing such combination of unspecified possibilities SAUMUE

be upheld CITYOF

It was urged by Mr Beaulieu that the city as proprietor EC
of the streets has authority to foibid or permit as it chooses Rand .1

in the most unlimited and arbitrary manner any action or

conduct that takes place on them The possibilities of such

proposition can be easily imagined But it misconceives
the relation of the province to the public highways The
public entitled to use them is that of the Dominion whose

citizens are not of this or that province but of Canada
What has been confided to the provinces is the regulation

of their use by that public

Conceding as in the Alberta Reference that aspects of

the activities of religion and free speech may be affected

by provincial legislation such legislation as in all other

fields must be sufficiently definite and precise to indicate its

subject matter In our political organization as in federal

structures generally that is the condition of legislation by
any authority within it the courts must be able from its

language and its relevant circumstances to attribute an
enactment to matter in relation to which the legislature

acting has been empowered to make laws That principle
inheres in the nature of federalism otherwise authority
in broad and general terms could be conferred which would

end the division of powers Where the language is suffi

ciently specific and can fairly be interpreted as applying

only to matter within the enacting jurisdiction that attrib

ution will be made and where the requisite elements are

present there is the rule of severability But to authorize

action which may be related indifferently to variety of

incompatible matters by means of the device of discre

tionary license cannot be brought within either of these

mechanisms and the Court is powerless under general

language that overlaps exclusive jurisdictions to delineate

and preserve valid power in segregated form If the pur
pose is street regulation taxation registration or other

local object the language must with sufficient precision

define the matter and mode of administration and by no
expedient which ignores that requirement can constitutional

limitations be circumvented
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1953 would therefore allow the appeal direct judgment

SAUMUR declaring the by-law invalid and enjoin the respondent

OF City from acting upon it The costs will be as proposed by
QtEc mybrother Kerwin

RandJ
KELLOCK This appeal arises out of an action brought

by the appellant against the respondent city the Attorney
General for the province intervening for declaration that

by-law No 184 of the city passed Octther 27 1933 as

well as the provincial legislation constituting the city

charter in so far as such legislation may be said to authorize

the said by-law are ultra vires The appellant contends

that the said legislation and by-law are neither of them
within any of the classes of matters assigned by section 92

to the legislatures of the provinces but that their subject

matter lies exclusively within the legislative jurisdiction of

Parliament under section 91 The appellant invokes the

provisions of the pre-Confederation statute of 1852 14-15

Victoria Oh 175 which provides for religious freedom

throughout the then provinŁe of Canada This statute was
continued in force by section 129 of the British North

America Act and has never been repealed

The appellant member of the sect or denomination

Jehovahs Witnesses alleges that the right to preach the

Christian Gospel both orally and by means of the distribu

tion of printed matter is secured to him by the terms of the

statute of 1852 equally with all other religious denomina

tions Appellant alleges that in so doing by this latter

means he has been illegally arrested and imprisoned under

the said by-law at the instance of the respondent and that

an additional charge is pending against him thereunder

In his declaration the appellant also attacked the by-law

upon the ground that the delegation of the power of licens

ing therein contained was incompetent to the city council

but the appellant does not wish to argue this contention in

this court

The learned trial judge considered the by-law in question

to be mere police regulation having to do with the

maintenance of order and good government in the city and

accordingly within the general powers granted by the city

charter The learned judge did not amplify this statemellt
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The Court of Appeal dismissed the appeal Bert- 1953

rand dissenting Marchand did not so far as the SAUMUR

record shows deliver any reasons Pratte considered
OF

the by-law as one relating only to the use of streets QuEc
subject-matter of legislation he considered to be entirely Kellock .1

within provincial jurisdiction The learned judge also con-

sidered that the by-law did not trench upon such an exclu

sive mater of legislative jurisdiction as criminal law

Barclay concurred generally with Pratte and he

affirmed statement he had made in an earlier decision

viz fail to see how mere police regulation governing
the distribution in the streets or public places of printed

matter without previously obtaining written permission

is per Se an attack upon the freedom of the press

Hyde also agreed with Pratte The learned judge

also referred to the Reference with respect to the Accurate

News and Information Act of Alberta and in partic

ular to the judgments of Duff as he then was and of

Cannon and distinguished the case at bar on the ground
that the by-law in question was one dealing merely with

the use of streets

Bertrand dissenting considered the by-law to be in

essence one of censorship and as trenching upon the right

of freedom of worship and profession In his opinion the

by-law was not within the citys charter which does not

mention such matters The learned judge regarded the

argument put forward on behalf of the respondent and the

intervenant that the by-law was merely une simple mesure

de protection contre lencombrement des rues et place

publiques as involving too great confidence on their part

in the naivetØ of the court With respect to the construc

tion of the Act of 1852 he was of opinion that the words

mais de maniŁre ne pas servir dexcuse des actes dune
licence effrØnØe ni autoriser des pratiques incompatibles

avec la paix et la s retØ de la province had reference only

to des actes criminels en soi ou tellement contraires aux

moeurs des pays chrØtiens quils puissent faire lobject de

rŁglements spØciaux pourvu toutefois quils ne portent pas

atteinte la libertØ des cultes In this view the learned

judge did not consider it necessary to deal with the ques
tion of the freedom of the press

Q.R Q.B 475 S.C.R 100
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1953 Before this court the respondent seeks to support the

Sm by-law as legislation in relation to the use of streets or as

CITY police regulations with relation to public order and relianceQC
is placed upon section 928 13 and 16 of the British

Kellockj North America Act

For the appellant it is contended that the by-law is so

wide in its terms that even if authorized by the relevant

provisions of the city charter both the by-law and the

charter provisions are ultra vires as trenching upon freedom

of religion the subject-matter of the statute of 1852 and
liberty of the press both subject-matters of legislation in

the appellants contention exclusively within the juris

diction of Parliament

The question therefore which lies at the threshold of the

case is as to the true nature and character of the by-law
Paragraph reads as follows

It is by the present by-law forbidden to distribute in the streets of

the City of Quebec any book pamphlet booklet circular tract whatever

without having previously obtained for so doing the written permission of

the Chief of Police

Paragraph provides penalty for distribution without

license

It will be thserved that the by-law is perfectly general in

its terms and that while it prohibits in the absence of

licence at the same time it contemplates fully as much
distribution at the unfettered will of the municipal official

to whom is delegated the power to grant or to refuse to

grant licences The by-law affords no guide whatever for

the regulation from any standpoint of the prohibition or

permission for which it provides To borrow language used

in another connection by Lord Watson in Union Colliery

Company The Queen the leading feature of this

by-law consists in this that it establishes no rule or regula

tion for its application except that nothing but that which

is permitted by the censor may be distributed What he

permits will appear in the streets What he refuses will not

The grant or refusal of licence will depend upon the con

tents of the document proposed to be distributed and the

will of the censor To equate such by-law to by-laws

which are purely prohibitory is to lose sight of the real

AC 580 at 587
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nature of the by-law here in question This has largely

contributed to the error into which the courts below have SAUMUR

in my opinion fallen
CITY OF

Counsel not only for the respondent but for the inter- QUEC
venant as well agree that such is the character of the by- Kellock

law and counsel for the respondent stated that it had
beeiI so administered by the respondent its officers and

servants In so stating counsel has admitted nothing more
than is clear from the record itself single illustration

will suffice

In case No 51647 in the Superior court Saumur
Recorders Court referred to by the respondent in its fac

turn the plaintiff was convicted under the by-law here in

question writ of habeas corpus subsequently issued was
quashed by the Superior Court whose judgment was

affirmed by the Court of Appeal Galipeault dissenting

In the course of his reasons the learned judge of first

instance Boulanger in quashing the writ said
Jadmets qua le rŁglement est rØdigØen termes aasez gØnØraux pour

.servir restreindre la tibertØ de parole ou la libertØ de religion ou la

liberte tout court quand oela devient nØcessaire comma mesure de police

et quand la libertØ menace de tourner la licence et de compromettre Ia

paix do la municipalitØ

Jadmets aussi que lee pourvoirs donnØe au directeur do la pollee coat

iarges et quits peuvent servir censurer des publications de caractŁre

religieux

shall have something to say subsequently with

respect to the limitation upon the exercise of the power
given to the chief of police which the learned judge reads

into the by-law For the moment quote his language for

the purpose of showing that the dministration of the by
law is from the standpoint of the contents of the literature

proposed to be distributed Galipeault had this say

in the same case
Comma on le volt le savant juge lui-mŒme Boulanger est davis

que le rŁglement dans sa redaction comme dane sa substance quel que

soit la but que Ia cite do QuØbec ait voulu obtenir peut porter atteinte

Ia libertØ de parole ou Ia libertØ de religion ou Ia libertØ tout

court

Jestime que la legislation se rapportant aux droits ou libertØ de

parole de pensØe do critique de la presee en gØnØral nest pas du domaine
do Ia legislature mais relŁve du Parlement du Canada qui par son droit

statutaire le Code Criminel lØgifØrØ en Ia matiŁre

The learned judge reads the by-law as it is itself

expressed without any limitation whatever

747295
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1953 Speaking for the majority of the court below Pratte

SAUMUE says
En effet ii suffit seulement de songer ce que pourrait

rØsulter de Ia distribution tout venant dØcrits offensants pour les hahi

tants de Ia localitØ ou encore au sort fait aux parents dont les enfants

K11ock seraient sans cease exposØs recevoir dans Ia rue des Øcrits susceptibles de

troubler leur esprit ou propageant des doctrines rØprouvØes par ceux qui

ont non seulement le droit mais le devoir de veiller leur education

Clearly therefore the by-law is not directed to the

mere physical act involved in the handing to another of

document but has in view the contents of the document and
the desirability or otherwise in the view of the chief of

police as to its circulation document refused licence

would not involve anything more from the standpoint of

obstruction of the highway or the impeding of those using

it than one with respect to which licence is granted and
both documents if discarded by the recipients would

equally be source of litter The by-law however is not

ooncerned with such matters Nothing more is needed in

my opinion to discern the real nature and character of the

by-law namely to prOvide that some material may reach

the public using the streets while the rest may not

Being perfectly general in its terms and setting no

standard by which the official it names is to be governed in

granting or refusing licences the by-law can be used as it

has been to deny distribution of its literature to one

religious denomination while granting that liberty to

another or others The by-law is equally capable of being

applied so as to permit distribution of the literature of one

political party while denying that right to all others or so

as to refuse to allow the selling in the streets of some news
papers while permitting others In any or all of these cases

the same physical acts would be involved occasioning the

same degree of obstruction if obstruction there would be
Nothing more is needed to demonstrate in my opinion that

such by-law was not enacted in relation to streets but

in relation to the minds of the users of the streets

If the by-law were one which prohibited all distribution

in the streets entirely different considerations would very

well apply It is confusion of thought in my opinion to

regard by-law 184 as in the same category with purely pro
hibitive by-laws as the intervenant seeks to do and as was

done by the court below Pratte for example refers to
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In re Kruse The by-law in question in that ease how- 1953

ever provided that no person should play any musical SAUMR
instrument on highway within specified distance of CIoF
house after being requested by the occupant to desist QuEc
Entirely different considerations are applicable to such Kellockj

by-laws and judgments with respect to them have no

application in my opinion to by-law such as No 184
which is as much permissive as it is prohibitory

Assuming for the purposes of argument that the by-law
here in question might in actual administration by the

official mentioned therein be administered solely to prevent
literature reaching the streets which might cause disturb

ance or nuisance therein and that by-law expressly so

limited would be within provincial competence the pre
sent by-law is not so limited in its terms Its validity is

not to be judged from the standpoint of matters to which

it might be limited but upon the completely general terms

in which it in fact is couched

No citation of authority is needed to establish the pro-

position that civil regulation of the use of highways is

matter within the jurisdiction of provincial legislatures

but there is distinction between legislation in relation ta
subject-matter within 92 and legislation which may

have an effect upon such matters Attorney General for
Saskatchewan Attorney General for Canada per
Viscount Simon It is only legislation in relation to
matters within section 92 which is committed to the pro
vincial legislatures

In the judgment in the court below and in argument on
behalf of the intervenant in this court some relevance was
found to the case at bar in the decision of this court in

Provincial Secretary of Prince Edward Island Egan
In that case it was held that provincial statute providing

for suspension of licence to drive motor car upon con
viction under section 2854 of the Criminal Code of driv

ing while intoxicated was valid In my opinion it would

be impossible to draw any analogy between the provincial

legislation there in question and legislation such as by-law
No 184 It would scarcely be argued that the decision in

Q.B 91 AC 110 at 123

S.C.R 396

747 295k
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1953 Egans case would afford any ground of support for pro
SAUMUR vincial legislatiOn which sought to make the grant or

CITY OF
refusal of licence to operate motor car on highway

QUEBEC dependent upon the religious denomination to which the

Kellock driver belonged or the sectarian character of the literature

carried in the vehicle Such legislation would not be legis

lation in relation to highways at all although no doubt it

would affect traffic seeking to use the highways There can

be no question but that the legislation in question in

Egans case was in relation to highways and safety on the

highways Legislation which is concerned not primarily

with highways at all but with other subjects must depend
for its validity upon the legislative competence of the legis

lature with respect to such subjects

There is equally no analogy in my opinion between

by-law restricting designated area in municipality to

private residences for example and one which would

exclude from such designated area buildings erected by
one religious -denomination By-laws of the former char

acter being purely prohibitory are usually recognized as

valid provincial legislation but they would be in an entirely

different category from the latter if it could be conceived

that by-law of the latter type would be enacted Ref er
ence may be made to Toronto Roman Catholic Separate

Schools Trustees per Viscount Cave L.C

The same may be said of the type of by-law in question

in In re Cribbin and the City of Toronto which pro
vided that

No person shall on the Sabbath Day in any public park in

the City of Toronto publicly preach lecture or declaim

Had the by-law there in question been expressed to be

applicable to persons of particular religious persuasion

only entirely different considerations would have applied

to the question of its constitutional validity

Bedard Dawson is also relied upon by the inter

venant Again it is to be observed that the legislation

there in question provided that

It shall be illegal for any person who owns or occupies any house

building to use or allow any person -to use the same as disorderly

house

AC 81 at 88 1891 21 OR 325

S.C.R 681
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It is perfectly true as stated by Duff as he then was i953

at 685 that SAUMUR
The legislation impugned seems to be aimed at suppressing conditions

Ciiy OF
calculated to favour the development of crime rat.her than at the punish- QUEBEC
ment of crime This is an aspect of the subject in respect of which the ui
provinces seem to be free to legislate

eoc

If however the legislation there under consideration had
been operative so as to interfere with rights which are not
the subject of legislative jurisdiction under 92 other con
siderations would have applied The question in the case

at tar is as to whether by-law 184 impinges upon such
matters

This brings me to the first ground upon which the by-law
is attacked namely the rights granted by the Act of 1852
That statute so far as material is as follows

Whereas the recognition of legal equality among all Religious
Denominations is an admitted principle of Colonial Legislation And
whereas in the state and oosdition of this Province to which such

principle is peculiarly applicable it is desirable that the same should
receive the sanction of direct Legislative Authority recognizing and

declaring the same as fundamental principle of our civil policy Be it

therefore declared and enacted by the Queens Most Excellent Majesty
by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and of

the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada That the free

exercise and enjoyment of Religious Profession and Worship without
discrimination or preference so as the same be not made an excuse for

acts of licentiousness or justification of practices inconsistent with
the peace and safety of the Province is by the constitution and laws of

this Province allowed to all Her Majestys subjects within the same

The respondent strenuously argued that the Jehovahs
Witnesses were not entitled to rely upon the Act as they
were not religious denomination within the meaning of

the statute It was further contended that because the

appellant had refused to apply for licence under the by
law before bringing the present action this amounted to  .n

act of licentiousness or practice inconsistent with the

peace and safety of the province within the meaning of

the statute With respect am of opinion that neither con
tention is tenable So far as the second is concerned in my
opinion the language of the statute has no effect beyond
removing protection from particular acts or practices
which are in themselves illegal by the common or statute

law The statute does not mean for instance that if sect

practises polygamy it becomes disentitled to rely on the

statute for all purposes It merely means that the statute
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1953 affords no defence to polygamy The same would apply in

SAUMtJR the case of any literature circulated by the appellant or

OF those associated with him
Qussac Mr Beaulieu argues that the free exercise and enjoy
KellockJ ment of Religious Profession and Worship in the statute

do not cover more than the carrying on of religious exercise

in some place of worship In that view the statute would

have nothing to say with regard to such matter for

example as the dissemination of religious views or material

e.g the Scriptures themselves outside such places of

worship

do not think the statute is to be so narrowly construed

It recites that the recognition of legal equality among all

Religious Denominations was an admitted principle of

colonial legislation and that it was desirable that that

principle should receive legislative sanction as funda

mental principle of our civil polity By sec of the Act

of 1774 it was the free exercise of the Religion of the

Church of Rome which was granted The principle of

legal equality provided for by the Act of 1852 can mean no

less than this would adopt the language of the writer

in Volume II La Revue Critique 130 where he says

From this principle of our public law flow the rights and liberties

which are dearest to our mixed population liberty of conscience freedom

of public worship and freedom of the press in religious matters

Every person has right to speak write and print his opinion upon any

religious question or point of controversy without permission from the

government or from any one else

The Ohristian religion would hardly have survived had

it permitted itself to be circumscribed in accordance with

the argument of Mr Beaulieu From the beginning it has

propagated itself by the written as well as the spoken word

The Scriptures themselves are sufficient illustration of

this That propagation by such means was not however

limited to the Scriptures is matter of common knowledge
This is conveniently illustrated by the Canadian Act of

1843 Victoria 68 An Act to Incorporate the Church

Societies of the United Church of England and Ireland in

the Dioceses of Quebec and Toronto By the preamble

one of the purposes of incorporation was for circulating in

the said Dioceses respectively the Holy Scriptures the

Book of Common Prayer of the said church and such other
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Books and Tracts as shall be approved by the Several 1953

Central Boards or Managing Committee SAUMUB

It is undoubted that under by-law of the nature of Ci
by-law 184 the circulation of such material as the above

would be impossible except with permission of the censor KellockJ

This aspect of religious freedom would thereby be inter-

fered with The question is therefore as to the competency
of provincial legislation in this field In support of the

by-law it is said that this is subject matter within the

category of civil rights in the province
In considering this contention certain historical matters

are relevant lJnder the Quebec Act of 1774 14 Geo III
83 provision is made for the government of the Province

of Canada which included inter alia all of the present

provinces of Ontario and Quebec By section VIII it is

provided that all His Majestys Canadian subjects within

the province with the exception of religious orders and

communities might hold and enjoy their Property and

Possession together with all Customs and Usages relative

thereto and all other their Civil Rights in as large ample

and beneficial Manner as if certain previously made pro
clamations etc had not been made And it was further

provided that in all matters of controversy relative to

Property and Civil Rights resort should be had to the laws

of Canada as the rule for decision of the same and that all

causes which might thereafter be instituted in any of the

courts of justice should with respect to such Property and

Rights be determined agreeably to the said laws and

customs of Canada until varied by subsequent enactment

It is plain from other provisions of the statute that

Property and Civil Rights do not include the right of

exercise and profession of religion as to which express

provision was made elsewhere

By section it is enacted

That his Majestys Subjects professing the Religion of the Church

Rome of and in the said Province of Quebec may have hold and enjoy
the free Exercise of the Religion of the Church of Rome subject to the

Kings supremacy declared and established by an Act made in the first

year of the Reign of Queen Elizabeth and that the Clergy of

the said Church may hold receive and enjoy their accustomed Dues and

Rights with respect to such Persons only as shall profess the said

Religion
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1953 Section VI enacts that

SAUMUR Provided nevertheless That it shall be lawful for his Majesty his

Heirs or Successors to make such Provision out of the rest of the said
CrrYoF
QUEBEC accustomed Dues and Rights for the Encouragement of the Protestant

Religion and for the Maintenance and Support of Protestant Clergy
Kellock

within the said Provinoe as he or they shall from Time to Time think

necessary and expedient

SectionXII provides for the governmen.t of the province

by council but Section XV provides that no Ordinance

touching Religion is to be of any force or effect

until the same shall have received the approval of His

Majesty Section XI confirms English criminal law as the

law of the province

By section XVII provision is made for Courts of Civil

Criminal and Eclesiastical jurisdiction

In 1791 the Constitutional Act 31 Geo III 31 was

passed This statute provided for the division of the

province into two separate provinces of Upper and Lower

Canada and for separate legislative council and assembly

for each with power to make laws for the peace welfare

and good government of each of the provinces All laws

previously existing were to continue until repealed or varied

under the authority of the Act

Section XLII provided however that with respect to any
Act or Acts which might be passed by the legislative coun

cil or assembly of either of the provinces varying or repeal

ing the matters covered by Sections and VI of the Act of

1774 or which shall in any Manner relate to or affect the

Enjoyment or Exercise of any religious Form or Mode of

Worship or shall impose or create any Penalties Burthens

Disabilities or Disqualifications in respect of the same or

should affect the enjoyment of the dues or rights of any

Minister Priest Ecclesiastic or Teacher according to any

religious Form or Mode of Worship in respect of his said

Office or Function should before assent should be given to

it be laid before both Houses of Parliament in Great

Britain and His Majesty was prohibited from assenting to

any such Act in case either House within thirty days should

present an address to His Majesty to withhold assent there

from
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In 1792 by 32 Geo III the Legislature of Upper
Canada after reciting the provision in the Imperial Act of SAUMUR

1774 providing that in all matters of controversy relative CIoF
to Property and Civil Rights resort should be had to the QUEc
laws of Canada as the rule for the decision of the same KeIIockJ

and that that part of the former Provinoe of Quebec then

included within Tipper Canada having become inhabited

principally by persons familiar with the laws of England
this provision was repealed and it was enacted by Sec
tion III that from and after the passing of this Act in all

matters of controversy relative to Property and Civil

Rights resort shall be had to the Laws of England as the

rule for the decision of the same Section VI however
expressly provided that nothing in the statute should vary
or interfere or be construed to vary or interfere with any
of the subsisting provisions respecting Ecclesiastical rights

or dues within this Province

In 1840 by 3-4 Victoria 35 the two provinces were

reunited under one legislative council and assembly Sec
tion XLII again provided that whenever any bill should be

passed containing any provisions

which shall in any Manner relate to or affect the Enjoyment or

Exercise of any Form or Mode of Religious Worship or shall impose or

create any Penalties Burdens Disabilities or Disqualificatioms in respect

of the same

every such bill prior to assent should be laid before both

Houses of Parliament of the United Kingdom and within

thirty days thereof in case either House of Parliament

should address Her Majesty to withhold Her assent from

any such bill it should not be lawful for Her Majesty to

signify Her assent This section was altered in 1854 by
17-18 Vic 118 empowering the Governor to give the

Queens assent

In the meantime the Act of 1852 175 was passed by
the local legislature in 1851 and as required by the statute

of 1840 was assented to by Her Majesty at Westminster

on May 15 1852

It would therefore appear plain from all this legislation

that commencing with the statute of 1774 the phrase

property and civil rights did not include the right to the

exercise and enjoyment of religious profession that being
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1953 matter the subject of special provision in each case and by
SAuMim the statute of 1852 made fundamental principle of the

CITY
constitution of the entire country

QUEBEC It is of course well settled that the right to hold any view

Kellock in matters of religious belief is not civil right at all except

in relation to title to property In Forbes Eden the

appellant clergyman of the Episcopal Church of Scotland

brought action for declaration that it was ultra vires of

the church to amend its canons and that he was entitled to

celebrate Divine Worship and to administer the sacraments

and other rites of the church in accordance with the original

canons The appellant had not been deprived of his status

and had sustained no damage The respondents in their

defence relied upon the principle that courts of civil juris

diction will not take cognizance of questions as to religious

doctrine or discipline except for the purpose of enforcing

civil rights or redressing civil wrongs
The following from the opinions of members of the

House are sufficient

Lord Chelmsford L.C at 573
The Court had therefore to consider whether it could properly enter

tain the question of the reduction of the canons upon the ground that

they were departure from the doctrine and discipline of the Scotch

Episcopal Church at the time the appellant became its minister Now
this it refused to do as it was mere abstract question involving

religious dogmas and resulting in no civil consequences which could

justify the interposition of Civil Court

Lord olonsay 588
Court of Law will not interfere with the rules of voluntary

association unless to protect some civil right or interest which is said to

be infringed by their operation Least of all will it enter into questions

of disputed doctrine when not necessary to do so in reference to civil

interests

The same principle underlies the decision in the Free

Church ease see the judgment of Lord James of Here
ford at 655

This principle was well understood in Canada before

1867 In 1857 by the statute 20 Victoria 43 provision

was made for the appointment of commissioners to reduce

into one code those provisions of the laws of Lower Canada
which relate to civil matters and are of general and per
manent character In their second report dated May 22

1867 LR Ex App 568 AC 515
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1860 the majority of the commissioners in discussing the 1953

scope of their terms of reference refer to disagreement SAuM
among the commissioners on this point Civy OF

At page 149 of Vol the majority say
On one hand it is pretended that the laws to be codified are KellockJ

exclusively those upon which the provincial parliament has the right to

legislate and therefore that all those which proceed from or make part

of the imperial laws should be omitted On the other hand it is pretended

that the codification required should extend to all classes of categories

of laws in force in the province provided they refer to civil matters

from whatever source they come and that the objection would only be

valid in case it should be proposed to repeal or alter these laws which

has never been contemplated but is without force for case like the

present where it is only intended to announce their existence

The latter view was that of the majority and while the

draft code in its first title is concerned with the enjoyment
and loss of civil rights it does not deal with the subject

matter of the Act of 1852 although it does deal with the

loss of civil rights occasioned by the taking of religious

vows upon entry into religious order The majority view

was adopted by the legislature in the code of 1866 the rele

vant provisions being found in Articles 18 30 and 34 of the

first title

In speaking of the loss of civil rights consequent upon the

taking of religious vows the majority say also at page 153

One of the Commissioners is however of opinion that the religious

profession no longer exists legally in this province at least so as to

produce civil death that the cession of the country has abolished it by

putting an end to the state of things upon which its existence depended

that moreover it is contrary to the laws of public order and incompatible

with certain civil and religious rights pertaining equally to all classes of

the population For these reasons set forth in the special ceport already

mentioned the present article 20 and the second paragraph of article 17

are only adopted by two of the Commissioners

They are of opinion that whatever may have been the principle the

origin and the source of the laws on this subject to establish that it is

in force in this country it is only necessary to show that it was admitted

and put into execution in France until its abolition in 1789 as forming

part of the civil laws that as such it was introduced into Canada at its

settlement and that since it has been constantly followed and practised

as well before as since the cession of the country which far from abolish

ing it by implication or otherwise has on the contrary given rise to

treaties and legislative provisions which by granting to the inbabitants

of the country the free exercise of their religion and the enjoyment of

their civil laws have thereby confirmed and continued the existence of

the law in question which makes part of the one and is intimately con
nected with the other
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1953 In the view of the codifiers therefore and in that of the

legislature freedom of worship and profession was not

CITY OF
civil right and certainly not civil right within the

QUEBEC province of Lower Canada

Kellock It has been decided by the Judicial Committee that

Property and Civil Rights in the Act of 1774 although
used in their largest sense have exactly the same meaning
in the statute of 1867 Citizens Insurance Company
Parsons per Sir Montague Smith Section 94 of 1867

authorizes Parliament to make provision for the uniformity

of all or any of the laws relative to property and civil

rights in Ontario Nova Scotia and New Brunswick with

the consent of those provinces

As pointed out in the Parsons case at page 110
The Province of Quebec is omitted from this section for the obvious

reason that the law which governs property and civil rights in Quebec
is in the main the French law as it existed at the time of the cession of

Canada and not the English law which prevails in the other provinces

It is equally obvious that so far as the law relating to

freedom of worship and profession is concerned that law

was not the French law but rather the statute of 1852
which applied equally to both of the Canadas
Mr Justice Mignault in Volume has the following at

131
Lee droits sont les facultØs ou avantages que les lois accordent aux

personnes lie sont civils politiques ou publics

Certains droits existent qui proprement parier ne sont ni civil.s ni

politiques tels somt les droits de saesocier de sassembler paisiblemen.t

et sans armes de pØtitionner dc manifester sa pensØe par Ia voie de Ia

presse ou autrement la libertØ individuelle et enfin Ia libertØ de

conscience Ces droits ne sont point des droits civils ear ils ne con
stituent point des rapports de particulier particulier ce ne sont pas

non plus de vSritables droite politiques puisquon les exerce sans prendre

aucune part au gouvernement du pays Quelques personnes lee rangent

dane une classe particuliŁre sous la denomination de droits publics

consider says Lord Bacon that it is true and

received division of law into ius publicum and ius privatum
the one being the sinews of property and the other of

government See Holland Jurispurdence 13th ed 366
The same learned author places

the relation if any between church and state as in the

realm of constitutional law which is of course branch of

public law

1881 App Cas 96 at 111
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Pagnuelo in his work de la LibertØ Religieuse en 1953

Canada treats the subject-matter of the Act of 1852 cor- SAUMUE

rectly in my opinion as within this field At 257 the CInOF
learned author says QUEBEC

Cependant le droit public setablissait dans le pays et finalement Ia Kellock

legislature Bas.Canadienne antiicipant les decisions des premiers juges

et lSgistes dAngleterre dØciarait en 1851 par Ia seule force do Ia

conscience intime do 1Øtat social de la colonie quels sont lea principes de

notre constitution politique quant aux affaires religieuses

Similarly the writer in La Revue Oritique Vol II which

have already quoted in part says at 130
To sum up the discussion it may confidently be concluded that it is

fundamental maxim of law in Canada consecrated both by the French

and the British constitutions of the country by imperial statutes and

treaties by the peculiar jurisdiction and by repeated decisions of our

counts that all the churches in the colony are free and independent of

civil or judicial intervention in spiritual matters

From this principle of our public law flow the rights and liberties

which are dearest to our mixed population liberty of conscience freedom

of public worship and freedoni of the press in religious matters

4alipeault also in Saumur la Cite de QuØbec
in referring to the subject-matter of the very by-law here in

question says and in my opinion with respect perfectly

correctly

Et il convient de nous rappeler quo nous sommes ici en matiŁre do

droit public piut t quen matiŁre de droit

Any contention that the right to the exercise of religion

is mere civil right is therefore for these reasons quite

untenable in my opinion Even if such matter could be

so regarded it would not be civil right within the

province
The British North America Act itself indicates in my

opinion that the subject-matter of religious profession is

not matter of provincial legislative jurisdiction within any
of the heads of 92

By 93 it is enacted that provincial legislature may
legislate in relation to education but subject inter alia

to the provision that

Nothing in any such Law shall prejudicially affect any Right or

Privilege with respect to Denominational Schools which any Class of

Persons have by Law in the Province at the Union

1948 26 Can Bar Rev 780
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1953 The class in s-s must as stated by the Judicial

SAUMUR Committee in Ottawa Separate Schools Mackell be

CITY OF
class determined according to religious belief The

QUEBEC right or privilege preserved by S-S to such class with

Kellock respect to its denominational schools is such only as existed

by law at the time of Union It would in my opinion be

absurd to say that provincial legislature while it cannot

strike at the right of any such class to impart religious

instruction to its adherents may nevertheless legislate so

as to affect or destroy the religious faith of the denomina
tion and thus affect or entirely do away with all necessity
for religious instruction in that faith

S-ss and of 93 provide that

Where in any Province System of Separate or Dissentient

Schools exists by Law at the Union or is thereafter established by the

Legislature of the Province an Appeal shall lie to the Governor General

in Council from any Act or Decision of any Provincial Authority affeot

ing any Right or Privilege of the Protestant or Roman Catholic Minority

of the Queens Subjects in relation to Education

In case any such Provincial Law as from Time to Time seems to

the Governor General in Council requisite for the due Execution of the

Provisions of this Section is not made or in case any Decision of the

Governor General in Council on any Appeal under this Section is not

duly executed by the proper Provincial Authority in that Behalf then

and in every such Case and as far only as the Circumstances of each Case

require the Parliament of Canada may make remedial Laws for the due

execution of the Provisions of this Section and of any Decision of the

Governor General in Council under this Section

In Roman Catholic Separate School Trustees The King
Viscount Haldane said

Their Lordships are of opinion that where the head of the executive

council in Canada is satisfied that injustice has been done by taking

away right or privilege which is other than legal one from the

Protestant or Roman Catholic minority in relation to education he may
interfere The step is one from mere legality to administrative propriety

totally different matter But it may be that those who had to find

new constitution for Canada when the British North America Act was
passed in 1867 came to the conclusion that very difficult situation could

be met in no other way than by transferring the question from the region

of legality to that of administrative fairness

Accordingly even though its legislation in matters of

education may be intra vires provincial legislature may
be restrained by the federal executive if in the view of the

latter its intervention is called for within the terms of 93
It can hardly be that although the express power of the

t1917 A.C 62 at 69 1928 A.C 363 at 370
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provincial legislatures as to education is thus restricted 1953

where matters of religious belief are involved there none- SAUMUR

theiess exists jurisdiction under some head of 92 to

legislate as to matters of religious profession and worship QUeBEC

itself which could conceivably reduce s-ss and to Kellock

dead letter In my view any such view is untenable

therefore conclude that it is incompetent for pro
vincial legislature to legislate with respect to the subject-

matter of the statute of 1852 and that by-law 184 couched

as it is in general terms purports to interfere with the

rights granted by the statute and is consequently ultra

vires

have not overlooked that the Legislatures of Ontario

and Quebec have since Confederation purported to re
enact the statute of 1852 The question of the competency
of this legislation has however so far as am aware not

been previously judicially considered No doubt the provi
sions of the 1852 statute relating to rectories were matters

of provincial legislative jurisdiction

There are other standpoints also from which the by-law
is equally invalid In so far as the by-law may be said to

have in view the prohibition of the publication of blas

phemous libel it would be clearly outside the comptence of

provincial legislature as impinging upon the criminal law
As pointed out by Lord Parker in Bowman Secular

Society Limited

In my opinion to constitute blasphemy at common law there must
be such an element of vilification ridicule or irreverence as would be

likely to exasperate the feelings of others and so lead to breach of the

peace cannot find that the common law has ever concerned itself with

opinion as such or with expression of opinion so far as such expression

is compatible with the maintenance of public order Indeed there is

express authority that heresy as such is outside the cognizance of criminal

Court unless the heretic by setting up conventicles or otherwise endangers

the peace see Hawkins pleas of the Crown vol 354

Again at page 451 Lord Parker adopted the language of

Coleridge in Shore Wilson as follows

There is nothing unlawful at common law in reverently doubting or

denying doctrines parcel of Christianity however fundamental It would

be difficult to draw line in such matters according to perfect orthodoxy

or to define how far one might depart from it in believing or teaching

without offending the law The only safe and as it seems to me practical

rule is that which have pointed at and which depends on the sobriety
and reverence and seriousness with which the teaching or believing

however erroneous are maintained

A.C 406 at 446 Cl 355 at 539
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1953 The offence of blasphemy is of course expressly covered

SAUMUE by section 198 of the Criminal Code

Ciry Again in so far as the by-law may be said to be directed

QUEBEC at seditious literature

Kellock nothing short of direct incitement to disorder and violence is

seditious libel

Rex Aidred per Coleridge

Lower down on the same page the learned judge said

The test is this was the language used calculated or was it not to

promote public disorder or physical force or violence in matter of state

The same result obtains in so far as the by-law could be

said to be directed against the publication of libelous mat
ter regarded from the standpoint of public law Libel in its

aspect other than as giving rise to an action for damages as

at the instance of the person defamed is crime Odgers
Sixth Edition at page has the following libel is

crime slander on private individual is not On the

same page the authors refer to the judgment of Lush in

Holbrook as follows

Libel on an individual is and has always been regarded as both

civil injury and criminal offence It is ranked amongst criminal

offences because of its supposed tendency to nrcuse angry passion provoke

revenge and thus endanger the public peace

However this may be the by-law is not limited in terms

to such matters but extends to all matters to which the

censor may see fit to apply it As it is capable of applica

tion to matters beyond the ambit of 92 it must be held

to be invalid

In the Reference re the Alberta Accurate News and

Information Act there was in question bill the rele

vant provisions of which for present purposes imposed

upon those concerned in the publication of newspapers in

the province at the direction of the chairman of pro
vincial board the obligation of publishing statements fur

nished by him having for their object the correction or

amplification of any statement relating to any policy or

activity of the government of the province which had

already been published by the newspaper concerned and

requiring the newspaper to make returns setting out every

sou from which any information had emanated with

respect to any statement contained in the newspaper and

22 Cox CC at 1878 Q.B.D 42 at 46

S.C.R 100
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the names addresses and occupations of all persons by 1953

whom such information had been furnished as well as the SAUMUE
name and address of the writer of any editorial article or

CITY OF
news item QUEBEC

Three members of this court dealt with this legislation Kellk
from standpoint which is relevant to the case at bar
Duff C.J with whom Davis agreed after referring to

the provisions of the British North America Act relating to

the Senate and the House of Commons said at page 133
The preamble of the statute moreover shows plainly enough that the

constitution of the Dominion is to be similar in principle to that of the

United Kingdom The statute contemplates Parliament working under

the infiuenoe of public opinion and public discussion There can be no

controversy that such institutions derive their efficacy from the free pub
lic discussion of affairs from criticism and answer and counter-criticism
from attck upon policy and administration and defenoe and counter

attack from the freest and fullest analysis and examination from every
point of view of political proposals

The right of public discussion is of course subject to legal restrictions
those based upon considerations of decency and public order and others
conceived for the protection of various private and public interests with

which for example the laws of defamation and sedition are concerned
La word freedom of discussion means to quote the words of Lord
Wright in James Commonwealth 1936 AC 578 at 627 freedom
governed by law

Even within its legal limits it is liable to abuse and grave abuse and
such abuse is constantly exemplified before our eyes but it is axiomatic
that the practice of this right of free public discussion of public affairs

notwithstanding its incidental mischiefs is the breath of life for parlia
mentary institutions

We do not doubt that in addition to the power of disallowance
vested in the Governor General the Parliament of Canada possesses
authority to legislate for the protection of this right That authority
rests upon the principle that the powers requisite for the protection of the
constitution itself arise by necessary implication from The British North
America Act as whole Fort Frances Pulp Power Co Ltd Manitoba
Free Press Co Ltd 1923 AC 695 and since the subject-matter in

relation to which the power is exercised is not exclusively provincial
matter it is necessarily vested in Parliament

But this by no means exhausts the matter Any attempt to abrogate
this right of public debate or to suppress the traditional forms of the
exercise of the right in public meeting and through the press would in

our opinion be incompetent to the legislatures of the provinces or to the
legislature of any one of the provinces as repugnant to the provisions
of The British North America Act by which the Parliament of Canada
is established as the legislative organ of the people of Canada under the

Crown and Dominion legislation enacted pursuant to the legislative

authority given by those provisions The subject-matter of such legisla

tion could not be described as provincial matter purely as in substance

exclusively matter of property and civil rights within the province or

matter private or local within the province It would not he to quote

74729C
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1953 the words of the judgment of the Judicial Coimmittee in Great West

Saddlery Co The King 1921 A.C 91 at 122 legislation directed

solely to the purposes specified in section 92 and it would be invalid on

CITy OF the principles enunciated in that judgment and adopted in Caron The
QUEBEC King 1924 AC 999 at 1005-06

KellockJ The learned Chief Justice then referred to the question

as to the validity of the legislation before the Court con
sidered as an independent enactment with no relation to

the other provincial legislation there in question and

conceding that there was very wide field in which the

provinces undoubtedly are invested with legislative author

ity over newspapers continued

But the limit in our opinion is reached when the legislation effects

such curtailment of the exercise of the right of public discussion as

substantially to interfere with the working of the parliamentary institu

tions of Canada as contemplated by the provisions of The British North

America Act and the statutes of the Dominion of Canada Such

limitation is necessary in our opinion in order to adapt the words

quote above from the judgment in Bank of Toronto Lambe 1887
12 A.C 575 to afford scope for the working of such parliamentary

institutions In this region of constitutional practice it is not permitted

to provincial legislature to do indirectly what cannot be done directly

Great West Saddlery Co The King 1921 A.C 91 at 100

Whether the learned Chief Justice was of opinion thait

the legislation in question in that case was incompetent to

parliament as well as to provincial legislature it is not

necessary to consider It was clearly in the opinion of the

learned Chief Justice beyond provinciai competence

respectfully agree with this view in the light of which

it is plain that by-law 184 cannot be supported as within

any of the heads of legislative jurisdiction conferred upon
the provinces by section 92 If provincial legislation could

validly authorize by-law such as that here in question it

could legislate so as to prevent the distribution within the

whole or any part of the province of pamphlets or news

papers published elsewhere within or without the province

This is clearly contrary to the law as envisaged by Duff C.J

In the same case Cannon said at 144

The bill does not regulate the relations of the newspapers owners

with private individual members of the public but deals exclusively with

expressions of opinion by the newspapers concerning government policies

and activities The pith and substance of the bill is to regulate the press

of Alberta from the viewpoint of public policy by preventing the public

from being misled or deceived as to any policy or activity of the Social

Credit Government and by reducing any opposition to silence or bring

upon it ridicule and public contempt
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agree with the submission of the Attorney-General for Canada that 1953

this bill deals with the regulation of the press of Alberta not from the

viewpoint of private wrongs or civil injuries resulting from any alleged
AUMUE

infringement or privation of civil rights which belong to individuals Cm-OF
considered as individuals but from the viewpoint of public wrongs or QUEBEC
crimes i.e involving violation of the public rights and duties to the

ilkwhole community considered as community in its social aggregate
eoc

capacity

The learned judge referred to the sections of the Criminal

Code dealing with seditious words and publications and

pointed out that while at first in England criticism of any
government policy was regarded as crime since the pas
sing of Foxs Libel Act in 1792 it is not criminal as the

Canadian Criminal Code now provides to point out errors
in the government of the country and to urge their removal

by lawful means The learned judge then continued
Now it seems to me that the Alberta legislature by this retrograde

Bill is attethpting to revive the old theory of the crime of seditious libel

by enacting penalties confiscation of space in newspapers and prohibitions
for actions which after due consideration by the Dominion Parliament
have been declared innocuous and which therefore every citizen of Canada
csn do lawfully and without hindrance or fear of punishment It is an
attempt by the legislature to amend the Criminal Code in this respect
and to deny the advantage of sec 133a to the Alberta newspaper
publishers

Under the British system which is ours no political party can erect

prohibitory barrier to prevent the electors from getting information

concerning the policy of the government Freedom of discussion is

essential to enlighten public opinion in democratic State it cannot be

curtailed without affecting the right of the people to be informed through

sources independent of the government concerning matters of public
interest There must be an untrammelled publication of the news and

political opinions of the political parties contending for ascendancy As
stated in the preamble of The British North America Act our constitution

is and will remain unless radically changed similar in prinoiple to that

of the United Kingdom At the time of Confederation the United

Kingdom was democracy Democracy cannot be maintained without
its foundation free public opinion and free discussion throughout the
nation of all matters affecting the State within the limits set by the

criminal code and the common law Every inhabitant in Alberta is also

citizen of the Dominion The province may deal with his property and

civil rights of local and private nature within the province but the

province cannot interfere with his status as Canadian citizen and his

fundamental right to express freely his untrammelled opinion about

government policies and discuss matters of public concern The mandatory
and prohibitory provisions of the Press Bill are in my opinion ultra vires

of the provincial legislature They interfere with the free working of the

political organization of the Dominion They have tendency to nullify
the political rights of the inhabitants of Alberta as citizens of Canada
and cannot be considered as dealing with matters purely private and local

in that province The federal parliament is the sole authority to curtail
if deemed expedient and in the public interest the freedom of the press

747296
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1953 in discussing public affairs and the equal rights in that respect of all

citizens throughout the Dominion These subjects were matters of

AUMUR criminal law before Confederation have been recognized by Parliament

Cipy OF as criminal matters and have been expressly dealt with by the criminal

QUeBEC code No province has the power to reduce in that province the political

11k rights of its citizens as compared with those enjoyed by the citizens of

eoe other provinces of Canada Moreover citizens outside the province of

Alberta have vital interest in having full information and comment

favourable and unfavourable regarding the policy of the Alberta govern
ment and concerning events in that province which would in the ordinary

course be the subject of Alberta newspapers news items and articles

With the same reservation already made with respect to

the judgment of Duff C.J in the same case agree that

such subject-matter of legislation is at any rate beyond

the jurisdiction conferred by any of the heads of 92 and

accordingly the provisions of the by-law here in question

cannot stand With respect to the charter would construe

its provisions as not intended to authorize such by-law
Reference re Minimum Wage Act

would therefore allow the appeal The appellant is

entitled to declaration that the said by-law is ultra vires

the respondent and the respondent its officers and agents

are restrained from in any way attempting to enforce its

provisions agree with the order as to costs proposed by

my brother Kerwin

ESTEY The City of Quebec on October 23 1933

enacted By-law 184 the material portion of which reads

as follows

It is by the present by-law forbidden to distribute in the streets of

the City of Quebec any book pamphlet booklet circular tract whatever

without having previously obtained for so doing the written permission

of the Chief of Police

The appellant submits that the by-law is legislation that

interferes with the free exercise and enjoyment of religious

profession and worship authority for the enactment of

which the Province could not give to the City of Quebec as

under the B.N.A Act only the Parliament of Canada can

competently enact such legislation

Counsel for the City and the Province of Quebec submit

that the by-law is but legislation on the part of the City in

relation to its power over the public streets and in partic

ular was enacted to avoid nuisance and to protect the

health of the citizens and the cleanliness of the City

S.C.R 248
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That by-law passed for such purposes would be corn- 1053

petently authorized by ss 335 336 and 337 of the charter SATJMIJR

granted by the Province to the City of Quthec 19 Geo Cir
of Ch 95 is not contested It is therefore Un- Qusanc

necessary to set forth these provisions further than to point Estey

out that it is expressly stated in 337 that the by-laws of

the City of Quebec shall not be inconsistent with the law

of Canada or of this Province

In this regard it is important to observe that of

Ch 307 R.S.Q 1941 reads

The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship

without discrimination or preference provided the same be not made an

excuse for acts of licentiousness or justification of practices inconsistent

with the peace and safety of the Province are by the constitution and

laws of this Province allowed to all His Majestys subjects living within

the same

This has been in the statute law of the Province of

Quebec since at least 1888 R.S.Q 1888 Art 3439 With
some minor changes in expression this provision is found

in statute enacted in 1851 of 14-15 Vict Ch 175
at time when the problems arising out of clergy reserves

were engaging the minds of the Members of Parliament

Tinder 42 of the Act of Uniom 1840 it was provided
inter alia that bill in relation to or affecting the enjoy
ment or exercise of any form or mode of religious worship
should not come into force until assented to by Her Maj
esty This was in force when the legislation of 1851 was
enacted which in accordance therewith was transmitted to

London and Her Majesty assented thereto on May 15
1852

It is also significant and its importance was stressed

throughout the hearing of this appeal that in the Treaty
of Paris 1763 the following is included

His Britannick Majesty on his side agrees to grant the

liberty of the Catholick religion to the inhabitants of Canada he will

in consequence give the most precise and most effectual orders that his

new Roman Catholick subjects may profess the worship of their religion

accosding to the rites of the Romish Church as far as the laws of Great

Britain permit

While the treaty in Art refers to Nova Scotia or

Acadia and Canada as separate entities and is open to the

construction that the foregoing applied only to Canada
this is clarified when the boundaries of the British and
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l95 French territories on the Continent of America are fixed in

Sua Art which concludes with the words

CITY OF
The stipulations inserted in the IVth article in favour of the

QUEBEC inhabitants of Canada shall also take place with regard to the inhabitants

of the countries ceded by this article

Estey

It therefore appears that the foregoing portion of Art

was intended to apply to all of the British Dominions in

North America

This right granted by the Treaty of Paris has been pre
served by The Quebec Act of 1774 The Constitutional Act

of 1791 and The Act of Union of 1840 The existence of

this right and the provisions of the Act of 1851 would be

present to the minds of those who drafted and the Members

of Parliament who enacted the B.N.A Act It must be

assumed therefore that it was intended legislation in rela

tion thereto would come within the provisions of the B.N.A

Act and be competently enacted either by the Parliament

of Canada or the provincial legislature as therein provided

The circumstances under which the Treaty of Paris and the

legislation of 1851 were prepared and adopted suggest the

provisions of each of these here referred to were both

intended to promote peace order and good government in

the country as whole This conclusion finds support from

the fact that the foregoing quotation was placed in Art

of the Treaty of Paris which commences with the words

In order to re-establish peace on solid and durable founda

tions It is also emphasized both by the preamble

of the Act of 1851 and in the operative part by the limita

tion imposed upon the free exercise and enjoyment of

religious profession and worship In the preamble it is set

out that

the recognition of legal equality among all Religious Denominations

is an admitted principle of Colonial Legislation And in the

static and condition of this Province it is desirable that the same

should receive the sanction of direct Legislative Authority recognizing

and declaring the same as fundamental principle of our civil polity

and then in the operative part limitation is imposed to

the effect that its exercise and enjoyment should not be

made an excuse for acts of licentiousness or justification

of practices inconsistent with the peace and safety of the

Province
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It will also be observed that in the declaration of this 1953

right in the Act of 1851 no penalty is provided for infraction Sui
thereof That would indicate that such was left to the field CITY

of criminal law where in principle it would seem to belong QUEBEc

The right of the free exercise and enjoyment of religious Estey

profession and worship is personal sacred right for which
history records men have striven and fought Wherever
attained they have resisted restrictions and limitations

thereon in every possible manner In one sense it may be

styled civil right but it does not follow that it would be
included within the phrase Property and Civil Rights in

the Province within the meaning ofs 9213 of the B.N.A
Act On the contrary it would rather seem that such

right should be included among those upon which the

Parliament of Canada might legislate for the preservation

of peace order and good government

Moreover having regard to the nature and character of

the right which was by the Treaty of Paris given to the

inhabitants of the countries ceded and the legislation of

1851 where it is in the preamble thereto stated legal
equality among all Religious Denominations is an admitted

principle of Colonial Legislation and such fundamental

principle of our civil polity that legislative sanction should

be given thereto it would appear that if the draftsmen and

those enacting the B.N.A Act had intended that legislation

in relation to this right should be enacted by the province

and effective in part rather than by the Parliament of

Canada and therefore effective in the country as whole
that express language to that effect would have been em
bodied in that enactment more particularly as by that Act

one Dominion under the Grown with constitution

similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom was
created

Furthermore if such had not been the intention of those

preparing and enacting the B.N.A Act it would seem most

unlikely that under 93 thereof they would have given in

relation to education the exclusive legislative authority to

the provincial legislature and then have specifically reserved

an appeal to the Governor General in Council from any
Act or Decision of any Provincial Authority affecting any
Right or Privilege of the Protestant or Roman Catholic
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1953 minority of the Queens subjects in relation to education

SAUMUB and given power to the Parliament of Canada to enact

City OF legislation in the absence of appropriate provincial legisla

QUEBEC tion requisite for the due Execution of the Provisions of

93 and necessary to give effect to its decision upon any

appeal under that section

It therefore appears that legislation in relation to this

right comes within the description and classification referred

to by Sir Montague Smith in Russell The Queen
where his Lordship when considering the competence of

the Parliament of Canada to enact The Canada Temper
ance Act 1878 stated

Laws of this nature designed for the promotion of public order safety

or morals and which subject those who contravene them to criminal

procedure and punishment belong to the subject of public wrongs rather

than to that of civil rights They are of nature which fall within the

general authority of Parliament to make laws for the order and good

government of Canada and have direct relation to criminal law which

is one of the enumerated classes of subjects assigned exclusively to the

Parliament of Canada It was said in the course of the judgment of this

Board in the ease of the Citizens Insurance Company of Canada Parsons

App Cas 96 that the two sections 91 and 92 must be read together

and the language of one interpreted and where necessary unodifled by

that of the other Few if any laws could be made by Parliament for

the peace order and good government of Canada which did not in some

incidental way affect property and civil rights and it could not have

been intended when assuring to the provinces exclusive legislative

authority on the subjects of property and civil rights to exclude the

Parliament from the exercise of this general power whenever any such

incidental interference would result from it The true nature and

character of the legislation in the particular iastanoe under discussion

must always be determined in order to ascertain the class of subject to

which it really belongs In the present case it appears to their Lordships

for the reasons already given that the matter of the Act in question does

not properly belong to the class of subjects Property and Civil Rights

within the meaning of sub-sect 13

The provision of the enactment of 1851 assented to in

1852 being legislation under 91 of the B.N.A Act by
virtue of 129 thereof continued in force after Confedera

tion and thereafter could be repealed abolished or altered

by the Parliament of Canada but not by provincial legis

lature It has never been repealed or altered by that

Parliament and therefore remains in force The enact

ment therefore of of oh 307 by the Province of Quebec
being legislation in relation to this right could not be

enacted under either heading 13 Property and Civil

1882 App Cas 829 at 839
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Rights in the Province or 16 Generally all Matters of 1953

merely Local or Private Nature in the Province of 92 SAIThSUR

of the B.N.A Act Cipy OF

The Act of 1851 being still in force it is necessary to

examine the by-law to determine whether in its true nature Estey

and character it is legislation in relation to the free exer-

cise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship or to

the exercise of power over the public streets

The by-law contains neither preamble nor language that

expressly sets forth with what intent and purpose it was

passed It is contended as already stated that it was
passed to prevent the existence of nuisance to protect

the health of the people and the cleanliness of the city

Distribution of pamphlets and other printed matter has

taken place since time immemorial and it is significant that

no instance was mentioned where the distribution of such

ever constituted nuisance or an interference with the

health of the people or the cleanliness of the city If as

it may be conceded the distribution of pamphlets or other

printed matter might be done in manner to create

nuisance impair the health and make the city unclean
such an unusual circumstance could be dealt with apart

from any such by-law as here in question Moreover it is

pertinent to observe that the by-law contains no direction

to the Chief of Police that might guide or assist him in

determining whether in given instance the distribution

might constitute nuisance undermine the health of the

people or impair the cleanliness of the city This would

appear significant omission more particularly as the by
law was passed in 1933 at time when Jehovahs Witnesses
were being brought before the courts of the Province for

various offences and in the course of the hearing of this

appeal it was stated and not contradicted that distribution

under this by-law has been refused only to Jehovahs Wit
nesses The fact that the appellant had made no applica
tion does not therefore affect the issues in this appeal In

these circumstances Mr Justice Bertrand appears to accur

ately state the real intent and purpose or pith and substance

of this by-law
La tentative de Ia dite Cite de QuØbec de presenter son rglement

comme une simple mesure de protection contre lencombrement des rues et

places publiques ne nous oblige pas dŒtre naifs au point de croire leurs

protestations de bonne foi ar en Øtudiant mes notes jai ØtØ oblige de
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1953 preIre coniaissance des diffØrentes causes qui nous ont Øt soumises

ainsi qu la Cour Supreme du Canada SUT le sujet jy ai constatØ que

les personnes en autoritØ dans plusieurs villes de cette province ont traitiØ

Ciir OF les tØmoins de Jehovah comme des criminels Lee notes du savant Juge

Rand dane Ia cause de Boucher entre autres mmt convaincu dune

EsteyJ veritable persecution religieuse

It is however contended that the by-law does not inter
fere with any act of worship on the part of Jehovahs Wit
nesses It is conceded that the appellant and other citizens

may believe what appears to them to be consistent with

their conception of truth and that they have the right to
worship God in their own way In this connection it is

important to observe that the statute of 1851 protects the
free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and

worship This provision contemplates that subject to the

proviso contained therein individuals may select their own
form of religious profession and worship It is hardly neces

sary to observe that the foregoing does not in any way
prevent provincial legislature enacting legislation within

its own jurisdiction that may affect the right of religious

profession and worship

Moreover the language of the foregoing provision ought
not to receive narrow or restricted construction History

plainly indicates that in England the Roman Catholics and
other religious bodies and in France the Protestants were

denied that which 15 declared in the foregoing section

Indeed it was religious controversy in this country

mainly in respect of clergy reserves and matters incident

thereto that led to the enactment of this provision in 1851

In clear and unambiguous language the Legislature of

that day ensured freedom of religiouis profession and

worship and the Parliament of Oanada has not seen fit to

repeal alter or amend this statutory provision In these

circumstances it is the duty of the courts to give effect

thereto and in particular in the adjudication of particular

cases to see that it is not used to defeat the very end the

statute was intended to maintain

It may be pointed out that even if of ch 307 R.S.Q
1941 was intra vires this By-law 184 would be in conflict

therewith and therefore could not be competently passed

by the City of Quebec because it was not authorized by the

terms of its charter
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The parties hereto expressly asked that the decision be 1953

reached quite apart from any issue that might be raised SAUMUB

with respect to delegation of authority within the terms of Cio
By-law 184 Qusc

am therefore of the opinion that the appeal should be Estey

allowed and judgment directed declaring the by-law

invalid and an injunction restraining the City from acting

thereunder agree with my brother Kerwin as to the

disposition of costs

LOCKE The preamble to chapter 175 of the Statutes

of the Province of Oanada for the year 1851 reads as

follows
Whereas the recognition of legal equality amongst all Religious

Denominations is am admitted principle of Colonial Legislation And

whereas in the state and condition of this Province to which such

principle is peculiarly applicable it is desirable that the same should

receive the sanction of direct Legislative Authority recognizing and

declaring the same as fundamental principle of our civil polity Be it

therefore declared and enacted by the Queens Most Excellent Majesty

by and with the advice and consent of the Legislative Council and of

the Legislative Assembly of the Province of Canada constituted and

assembled by virtue of and under the authority of an Act passed in the

Parliament of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland and

intituled An Act to re-unite the Provinces of Upper and Lower Canada

and for the Government of Canada and it is hereby declared and enacted

by the authority of the same That the free exercise and enjoyment of

Religious Profession and Worship without discrimination or preference

so as the same be not made an excuse for acts of licentiousness or

justification of practices inconsistent with the peace and safety of the

Province is by constitution and laws of this Province allowed to aLl

Her Majestys subjects within the same

The statute was reserved for the signification of Her

Majestys pleasure and the Royal assent given by Her

Majesty in Council on May 15th 1852

This statute was in force when the British North America

Act of 1867 was passed by the Imperial Parliament It

could not in my opinion be repealed by the Province of

Quebec or by the Legislature of any other province of

Canada Dobie Ternporalities Board Whether it

would be intra vires Parliament to repeal the Act in view

of the language of the preamble to the British North

America Act is matter to be decided when that question

arises It does not arise in the present case Parliament

has passed no legislation purporting to repeal the Act

1882 App Cas 136
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1953 In the Revised Statutes of Quebec of 1888 there appeared
SAUMUR as Article 3439 the following

CIPY0F The free exercise and enjoyment of religious profession and worship

QUEBEC without discrimination or preference so as the same be not made an

exouse for acts of licentiousness or justification of practices inconsistent0cc
with the peace and safety of the Province are by the constitution and

laws of this Province allowed to all Her Majestys subjects within the

same

This provision is continued as section of chapter 307 of

the Revised Statutes of Quthec 1941 If this section was
an attempt to confer substantive rights and not merely
recital of the rights declared by the Statute of 1852 the

section dealt with matters which were beyond the powers
of the Province unless as is contended by the respondent in

the present matter under Head 13 of section 92 of the

British North America Act the Province was empowered to

legislate as to the free exercise and enjoyment of religious

profession and worship within the Province

The articles of the City charter under which the by-law

attacked in the present proceedings was passed are 335 and

337 and read
335 The council may at any of its meetings at which the absolute

majority of its members are present pass by-laws Lor the following

purposes For the good order peace security comfort improvement
cleanliness internal economy and local government of the said city for

the prevention and suppression of all nuisances and.of all acts matters

and things in the said city opposed contrary or prejudicial to the order

peace comfort morals health improvement cleanliness internal economy
or local government of the said city

And for the greater certainty but not so as to restrict the scope

of the foregoing provision or of any power otherwise conferred by this

charter it is hereby declared that the authority and jurisdiction of the

city council extsnds and shall hereafter extend to all matters hereinafter

mentioned that is to say

The raising of money by taxation

The borrowing of money on the city credit

Streets lanes and highways and the right of passage above

across along or beneath the same
Sewers drains and waterworks

Parks squares and ferries

Licenses for trading end peddling

The public peace and safety

Health and sanitation

Vaccination and inoculation

10 Public works and improvements

11 Explosive substances

12 Nuisances
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13 Markets and abattoirs 1953

14 Decency and good morals SAUMUR
15 Masters and servants

16 Water light heat electricity and railways

17 The granting of franchises and privileges to persons or companies
LockeJ

18 The inspection of food

337 In order to give full effect to articles 335 tand 336 and to extend

and complete the same so as to secure full autonomy for the city and to

avoid any interpretation of such articles or their paragraphs which might

be considered as restriction of its powers the city is authorized to

adopt repeal or amend and carry out cii necessary by-laws concerning

the proper administration of its affairs peace order and safety as well as

all matters which may concern or affect public interest and the welfare

of the citizens provided always that such by-laws be not inconsistent

with the laws of Canada or of this Province nor contrary to any special

provision of this charter

The by-law attacked was enacted in the year 1933 by the

Council of the City and reads
IT IS ORDAINED and ENACTED by the by-law of the MuniØipal

Council of the City of Quebec and the said Council ORDAINS and

ENACTS as follows to wit
It is by the present by-law forbidden to distribute in the streets

of the Oity of Quebec any book pamphlet booklet circular tract what
ever without having previously obtained for so doing the written permission

of the Chief of Pohce

Any one contravening the present by-law shall be liable to fine

with or without costs and in default of immediate payment of said fine

with or without oosts as the case may be to an imprisonment the amount

of the said fine and the term of imprisonment to be fixed by the

Recorders Court of the City of Quebec at its discretion but the said

fine shall not exceed one hundred dollars and the imprisonment shall not

exceed three months of the calendar said imprisonment nevertheless shall

cease at any time before the expiration of the term fixed by the said

Recorders Court upon payment of the said fine or of the said fine and

costs as the case may be and if said infraction is repeated said repetition

of offence shall oonstitute day by day after summons or arrest separate

offence

While on the face of it the by-law may be said to be

directed to the controlling of the condition of the streets of

the City by preventing the accumulation of litter from cir

culars or pamphlets distributed in the streets being thrown

away or of traffic on the streets which might be impeded

by the presence of persons distributing such writings the

course of the trial the factums filed on behalf of the

respondent and intervenant and the argument addressed to

us make it quite clear that the purpose of the by-law and

its real nature are something entirely different
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1953 The trial was held before Casgrain Part of the evi

SA1ThIUE dence tendered on behalf of the present appellant was that

OF
of Mr Covington minister of the religious organ-

QUEBEC ization known as Jehovahs Witnesses and Vice-President

ii of the legal governing body of that organization In describ

ing the nature of the religious belief of Jehovahs Witnesses
and of their activities he said in part

Jehovahs witnesses are an unincorporated body of missionary

evangelists their primary purpose being to preach the gospel of Gods
Kingdom throughout the whole world as witness in execution of tbe

ccmmission recorded in Matthew 2414 and this body is missionary

society preaching throughout the who1e world in every country under

the sun save and except Russia

Jehovahs witnesses preach the gospel as missionary evangelists world

wide including Quebec by calling from door to door doing missionary

work visiting the people and explaining to them about Gods Kingdom
as the only hope of mankind Thats the primary introduction to the

people and if they find people who are disinterested they pass on to the

next house If they find persons interested they stay and talk with them
about the Bible and ooncerning Gods Kingdom And if the interested

people desire to have theni call back or re-visit they do so That is what

we call re-wisiting for back-calls re-visiting for the purpose of answering

questions and explaining Bible prophecy concerning Gods Kingdom
And in addition to that method of preaching Jehovahs witnesses hold

Bible studies in the homes of the people where groups of from to 15

or more people attend regularly each week In these studies the mission

ary evangelist presides as minister and then he explains where these texts

are to be found in the Bible And that work is carried on throughout

the whole world including Cnnada and Quebec Jehovahs witnesses in

preaching nilssioinry evangelical work employ primarily the facilities of

the press Printed literature is prepared by Jehovahs witnesses and

left with the people for the purpose of leaving with them printed sermons

concerning Gods Kingdom as the only hope for mankind and every one

of Jehovahs witnesses employs this facility of the press in addition to the

word as method of preaching and teaching In addition Jehovahs
witnesses also preach from the pulpit from the platform to public gather

ings just like the orthodox clergy

Jehovahs witnesses differ primarily between themselves and the

orthodox clergy in that Jehovahs witnesses go to the people with their

message and talk to them in their homes instead of forcing the people

to come to them to some meeting Jehovahs witnesses do employ public

meetings but in addition to that the great part of their missionary work

is done by Jehovahs witnesses going to the home and that is exactly the

way Jems Christ and the apostles did it Jesus Christ and the apostles

according to the Bible went from house to house and door to door for

instance St Paul and St Luke and in Matthew 2820 and Peter

2nd Chapter 21st verse Peter says that all those followers of the Lord

Jesus Christ who was the first minister should follow in his footsteps

in Christs steps The new text uses the word house in the gospel more
than 120 times And Jehovahs witnesses therefore employ this primitive

method of preaching and teaching It is not only biblical way but we
have found from practice that that is the only way of getting this

message to the people effectively
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Mr Covington said further that they considered the dis- 1953

tribution of literature in which they sought to convey their SAUMUR

belief to others was necessary and vital part of their CITOF
activities and way of worship The Bible he referred to as QUEBEC

their text book and declared their belief in God and in his Locke

Son Jesus Christ as the Saviour and Redeemer of mankind

Speaking of other religious organizations he said
We do not judge other people we emphatically take the view that

other religious organizations that have departed from the Christian

principles are teaching errors that lead mankind into the battle of

destruction at Armageddon and for that reason we hold the truth of the

Bible so that any honest person whether Catholic Protestant or Jew
or non-Catholic or non-Jew will see the truth and get on the highway
that leads to life and avoid destruction at Armageddon We do not

pass judgment on any man we merely act as witnesses to people

preaching what is to be found in the Bible

By way of defence the respondent called number of

witnesses including Roman Catholic priest Rabbi
Clergyman of the Church of England and Professor of

Philosophy to give evidence on such diverse subjects as to

what were the elements of religion as to whether preach
ing alone was religious act whether the belief of the

Jehovahs witnesses as disclosed in number of periodicals

and pamphlets which it was shown were circulated by
them was in fact religion whether the activities of the

witnesses were in fact religious activities what was the
meaning in philosophy of religious freedom as rega.rds

modern civilization whether the distribution of religious

tracts in the homes of the people was violation of relig

ious liberty and as to whether they thought it permissible

to disobey the law if to obey it was contrary to their

religious beliefs

The claim of the appellant included the claim that he

was being restrained in his right to the free exercise and

enjoyment of religious profession and worship guaranteed
to him by the Freedom of Worship Act of the Province

The respondent City had pleaded by paragraph 17 of its

Defence that
Le demandeur nest pas un rniniistre du culte et lorganisation dont ii

fait partie nest pas une Øglise ni une religion au contraire les actions

illØgales du demandeur en accord avec celles dautres membres du

groupement appelØ TØmoins de Jhovah lorsquils distribuent des

pamphlets ou tracts dun caractØre provocateur et injurieux ne sont pas
des gestes religieux mais des actes anti-sociaux qui ont ØtØ et sont de

nature troubler la paix publique et la tranquilitØ et la sØcuritØ des

paisibles citoyens particuliŁrement dans Ia cite de QuØbec et risquent dy
proivoquer ties dØsordres
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1953 These witnesses were apparently called as experts The

SAUMUE question for the learned trial Judge to deºide on this issue

was whether the belief of Jehovahs Witnesses and their

QUEBEC -mode of -worship fell within the meaning of the expression

LoekeJ religious profession and worship in the preamble of the

Statute of 1852 Covington had stated the nature of that

belief and his evidence was not -contradicted and it-s truth

cannot be questioned Counsel for the appellant objected

to the admission of the evidence of these witnesses but his

objections were overruled The matter was not one upon
-which expert evidence was admissible and none of this

evidence should have been received

see no difficulty in interpreting the simple and clear

language of the preamble of the Statute of 1852 n-or of

section of the Provincial Statute of 1941 if contrary to

my opinion the latter statute touches the matter To
claim that those who believe in God and in his Son Jesus

Christ do not hold -a religious belief and that to profess that

-belief and attempt to communicate it to others in the

manner which the Jehovahs Witnesses believe they are

commanded to do by th-e Bible -is not exercising religious

profession and an act of worship is in my opinion
untenable

In the factum fried on behalf of the respondent lengthy

extracts are given from various publications of Jehovahs

Witnesses some of which appear to me to be -expressed in

intemperate language and -are no doubt obnoxious to others

who entertain other Christian beliefs as well as to people of

the Jewish faith The purpose of bringing these lengthy

quotations to our attention is apparently in an endeavour

to -establish that the faith of Jehovahs Witnesses and -their

mode of worship are not entitled to the protection of the

Statute of 1852 and the Quebec statute and also to support
the view that the effect of distributing this literature in

province where the people are predominantly of the Roman
Catholic faith will be to provoke disorder-s

The learned counsel for the respondent- -at the -corn

mencemen-t of his argument said with commendable frank

ness that the bylaw was -directed against the contents of

the documents This -was made abundantly clear by the

proceedings at the trial and is in my opinion quite beyond

dispute If anything fu-rther were needed to demonstrate
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that the purpose of the by-law is to impose censorship 195

it is to be found in the evidence given on behalf of the SAuM
respondent Among the witnesses called by the City was CIoF
Mr Ohman described as an Evangelist of the Seventh Day QUEBEC

Adventist Church who had obtained permit which LkeJ
allowed him to sell the religious literature of his faith from

house to house According to this witness he had received

good reception when he applied for his permit Saumur
did not apply for permit being advised apparently that

as the by-law was ultra vires it was wholly ineffective but

the whole attitude adopted on behalf of the City makes it

plain that had he done so the permit would have been

refused Apparently the Chief of Police of the City of

Quebec did not object to the teachings of the Seventh Day
Adventists while disapproving that of Jehovahs Witnesses

On behalf of the intervenant it has been contended before

us that assuming the belief of the Jehovahs Witnesses is

one entitled otherwise to the protection of the Statute of

1852 or the Provincial Statute he maybe deprived of that

right by or under the authority of statute of the Provincial

Legislature The argument is based on the contention that

the rights so given to the people of Canada to complete

freedom in these matters is civil right of which they may
be deprived by appropriate legislation by the Province

It is further contended though rather faintly that the

legislation may be justified under Head 16 as being matter

of merely local or private nature in the province

In the factum of the intervenant the matter is thus

expressed
Under our constitution there is no religious freedom except within

the limits determined by the competent legislative authority No such

authority is known other than the prosnincial authority religious teaching

as matter of fact is part of the realm of education reserved to the

provinces besides religious freedom is one of the eivil rights also

reserved to the provinces

The reference to rights reserved to the provinces in

respect of religious teaching refers of oourse to the pro
visions of section 93 of the British North America Act If

the argument is sound then the holding of religious services

by the adherents of any faith designated by the Legislature

may be prohibited

747297
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1953 This argument put forward so far as am aware for the

SAUMUR first time in any reported case in Canada since Oonfedera

ciTY
tion raises questions which are of profound importance to

QUEBEC all of the people of this country Not only the right of

Locke freedom of worship would be affected but the exercise of

other fundamental rights such as that of free speech on

matters of public interest and tio publicly disseminate news
subject only to the restraints imposed by the CriminalCode
and to such civil liability as may attach to the publication

of libelous matters might be restrained or prohibited The

language of the by-law is perfectly general and if this

contention of the intervenants be right the Chief of Police

might forbid the distribution in the streets of circulars or

pamphlets published by one political party while allowing

such distribution by that party which he peisonally

favoured It is well in my opinion that it be made clear

that this right is involved in the decision of this case

Once right of censorship of the contents of religious pub
lications is established the dissemination of the political

views of writers by circulars or pamphlets delivered onthe

streets may equally be prohibited or restrained

The idea of imposing censorship upon the distribution of

political and religious publications is not of course new
After the Restoration in England the Licensing Act of

1662 prohibited any private person to publish any book or

pamphlet unless it were first licensed law books by the

Lord Chancellor historical or political books by the Secre

tary of State and all other books by the Archbishop of

Canterbury or the Bishop of London or by the Chancellor

or Vice-Chancellor of one of the universities Authors and

writers of works considered obnoxious were liable to capital

punishment or to be flogged or fined or imprisoned accord

ing to the nature of the offence Taswell-Langmead Con
stitutional History 10th Ed 739 At the Accession of

James II in 1685 the Licensing Act was revived for several

years and was thus in force at the Revolution and was once

more revived in 1692 for one year but further attempt to

revive it in 1695 was negatived by the Commons and

thenceforth the censorship of the press ceased to be part

of the law of England The history of the restriction of

religious liberty in England and upon the freedom of the
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press is traced in Taswell-Langmeacls work commencing 1953

at 728 At 744 of this work the learned author after SAUMUR

referring to the changes brought about by the Reform Act CI1oF

of 183 said that from that year the freedom of the press QUEBEc

has been completely established and the utmost latitude LockeJ

of criticism and invective has been allowed it in discussing

the actions of the Government and of all public men and

measures

The purpose of this by-law is to establish censorship

upon the distribution of written publications in the City of

Quebec It is not the distribution of all pamphlets circu

lars or other publications in the streets which is prohibited

but of those in respect of which the written permission of

the Chief of Police has not been obtained

In the preamble to the British North America Act the

opening paragraph says
Whereas the Provinces of Canada Nva Scotia and New Brunewick

have expressed their desire to be federally united into one Dominion
under the Crown of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland

with constitution similar in principle to that of the United Kingdom

and after reciting that suth union would conduce to the

welfare of the provinces it is said that it is expedient not

oniy that the constitution of the legislative authority in the

Dominion be provided for but also that the nature of the

Executive Government therein be declared At the time

this Act was passed the Act of 1852 declaring the right to

freedom of religious belief and worship was in force in

Canada and gave to the inhabitants of the provinces the

same rights in that respect as were then enjoyed by the

people of the United Kingdom
It has think always been accepted throughout Canada

that while the exercise of this right might be restrained

under the provisions of the saving clause of the statute of

1852 by criminal legislation passed by Parliament under

Head 27 of section 91 it was otherwise constitutional

right of alithe inhabitants of this country An examination

of the reports of the arguments advanced by the parties to

the litigation which ensued following the passing of the

Manitoba School Act of 1890 Barrett City of Winnipeg
and Brophy Attorney General of Manitoba

1891 M.R 273 19 Cam S.C.R 374 1892 A.C 495
A.C 202

747297j
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1953 makes it clear that it was common ground as between the

SAUISUR litigants that the Province might not in any thanner limit

CITY OF
or restrict the right of the Roman Catholic minority to the

Qusase free exercise and enjoyment of Religious Profession and
Locke Worship Dubuc later Chief Justice of the Court of

Kings Bench for Manitoba who dissented from the judg
ment of the majority on the appeal from Kiliam is the

only one of the Judges who considered Barretts case who
made any reference to the matter At 360 of M.R
he said

The State may hold that ignorance is an evil to be remedied by

public instruction and may see that certain secular subjects which are

known to form the basis of proper education be taught in schools

assisted by public money But in community composed of different

elements the State should not ignore the particular conditions wants

and just claims of an important class of citizens especially when such

important class are in every respect loyal and law-abiding subjects and

there is nothing in their wants and claims clashing with the rights of

other classes or oontrary to or conflicting with the letter the spirit or

the true principles of the Constitution The liberty of conscience is one

of the fundamental principles of our Constitution What the Roman

Catholics asic in claiming the right to maintain their denominational

schools is only the carrying out to the full extent of that fundamental

principle The desirability of having religious instruction combined with

secular teaching in schools is as stated by my brother Kiillam oonsidered

as of the utmost importance by very many Protestants as well as by

Roman Catholics

The constitutional right to which Dubuc referred was

either that given by the Statute of 1852 or that which in

my opinion is implicit in the laiiguage of the preamble of

the British North America Act

Whether the right to religious freedom and the right to

free public discussion of matters of public interest and the

right to disseminate news subject to the restrictions to

whkh have above referred to differ in their nature it is

unnecessary to decide The former of these rights is how

ever certainly not the lesser of them in anada Unless

they differ had the powers of censorship vested by the

by-law in the Chief of Police of the City of Quebec been

exercised by preventing the distribution of the written views

of political party and they may be.so used rather than

the religious views of Saumur the opinion of Sir Lyman
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Duff C.J in the Reference as to The Accurate News and 1953

Information Act of the Province of Alberta would be SAUMUE

directly to the contrary of the argument advanced on behalf
CITY

of the intervenant QUEBEC

It is true that in that ease The Accurate News and LOCkeJ

Information Act was considered by all of the members of

the Court who considered the various matters referred to

them as bill which was part of the general scheme

of social credit legislation the basis of which was the

Alberta Social Credit Act and presupposed as condition

of its operation that the latter Act was validly enacted and

that since it was ultra vires the ancillary and dependent

legislation must fall with it Nonetheless Sir Lyman Duff

expressed his considered view as to the right of province

to restrain public discussion upon affairs of public interest

and Davis agreed with him The Act in question set up
what was in effect censorship of the newspapers of the

province and would have imposed upon them the obligation

of publishing statement to be prepared by an official

appointed by the Government as to the true and exact

objects of the policy of the Government The learned

Chief Justice after referring to the manner whereby under

the constitution established by the British North America

Act legislative power for Canada is vested in one Parliament

consisting of the Sovereign the Senate and the House of

Commons said in part 133
It can be said that these provisions manifestly contemplate House

of Commons which is to be as the name itself implies representative

body constituted that is to say by members elected by such of the

population of the united provinces as may be qualified to vote The

preamble of the statute moreover shows plainly enough that the

constitution of the Dominion is to be similar in principle to that of the

United Kingdom The statute contemplates parliament working under

the influence of public opinion and public discussion There can be no
controversy tha.t such institutions derive their efficacy from the free

public discussion of affairs from criticism and answer and counter-

criticism from attack upon policy and administration and defence and

counter-attack from the freest and fullest analysis and examination from

every point of view of political proposals

The right of public discussion is of course subject to legal restric

tions those based upon considerations of decency and public order and

others conceived for the protection of various private and puiblic interests

with which for example the laws of defamation and sedition are con
eorned In word freedom of discussion means to quote the words of

Lord Wright in James Commonwealth 1936 AC 578 at 627 freedom

governed by law

S.C.R 100 at 132
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1953 We do not doubt that in addition to the power of disallowance

vested in the Governor General the Parliament of Canada possesses
.4UMUB

authority to legislate for the protection of this right That authority

Crrr OF rests upon the principle that the powers requisite for the protection of

QUEBEc the constitution itself anise by necessary implication from The British

LkJ North America Act as whole Fort Frances Pulp Power Co Ltd
oce

Manitoba Free Press Co Ltd 1923 A.C 695 and since the subject-

matter in relation to which the power is exercised is not exclusively

provincial matter it is necessarily vested in Parbament

But this by no means exhausts the matter Any attempt to abrogate

this right of public debate or to suppress the traditional forms of the

exercise of the right in public meeting and through the press would

in our opinion be incompetent to the legislatures of the provinces or to

the legislature of any one of the provinces as repugnant to the provisions

of The Biitish North America Act by which the Parliament of Canada

is established as the legislative organ of the people of Canada under the

Crown and Dominion legislation enacted pursuant to the legislative

authority given by those provisions The subject matter of such legisla

tion could not be described as provincial matter purely as in substance

exclusively matter of property and civil rights within the province or

matter private or local within the province It would not be to quote

the words of the judgment of the Judicial Committee in Great West

Soddlery Co The King 1921 AC 91 at 122 legislation directed

solely to the purposes specified in section 92 and it would be invalid

on the principles enunciated in that judgment and adopted in Carom

The King 1924 999 at 1005-6

The question discussed in argument of the validity of the legislation

before us considered as wholly independent enactment having no rela

tion to the Alberta Sooial Credit Act .presents no little difficulty Some

degree of regulation of newspapers everybody would concede to the

provinces

Indeed there is very wide field in which the provinces undoubtedly

are invested with legislative authority over newspapers but the limit in

our opinion is reached when the legislation effects such curtailment of

the exercise of the right of public discussion as substantially to -interfere

with the working of the parliamentary institutions of Canada as contem

plated by the provisions of the British North America Act and the

statutes of the Dominion of Canada Such limitation is necessary in

oui opinion in order to adapt the words quoted above from the judg

ment in Bank of Toronto Lambe 1887 12 AC 575 to afford scope

for the working of such parliamentary institutions In this region of

constitutional practice it is not permitted to provincial legislature to

do indirectly what cannot be done directly Grcat West Saddlery Co
The King 1921 91 at 100

After quoting section 129 of the British North America

Act which inter alia continued all laws in force in Canada
Nova Scotia and New Brunswick at the Union until

repealed abolished or altered by the Parliament of

Canada or the Legislature of the respective Province
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according to the authority of the Parliament or of that 19

Legislature under this Act he continued SAtYM1iB

The law by which the right public discussion is protected existed CITY OF

at tihe time of the enactment of The British North America Act and as QUEBEC

far as Alberta is concerned at the date on which the Alberta Act came LOCkeJ
into force the 1st of September 1905 In our opinion on the broad

principle of the cases mentioned which has been recognized as limiting

the scope of general words defining the legislative authority of the

Dominion the Legislature of Alberta has not the capacity under section

129 to alter that law by legislation obnoxious to the principle stated

With this opinion in its entirety respectfully agree and

have heard no reasoned argument against any of its con
clusions It may be said with at least equal and think

greater force that the right to the free exercise and enjoy
ment of religious profession and worship without discrim

ination or preference subject to the limitations expressed

in the concluding words of the first paragraph of the Statute

of 1852 existed at the time of the enactment of the British

North America Act and was not civil right of the nature
referred to under Head 13 of section 92 of the British North
America Act

Cannon considered the question of the validity of the

bill independently of the fact that it was part of the general
scheme of social credit legislation and must accordingly be
held ultra vires since the Alberta Social Credit Act was
itself beyond the powers of the Legislature He expressed

the view that The Accurate News and Information Act was
an attempt by the Legislature to amend the Criminal Code
and deny the advantage of section 133a to the Alberta

newspapers publishers and so ultra vires He was further

of the opinion that the powers of the Province to deal with

the property and civil rights of its citizens did not enable

it to interfere with their fundamental rights to express

freely their untrammelled opinion about Government pol
icies and discuss matters of public concern Crocket
Kerwin and Hudson JJ considering that the bill must of

necessity be held ultra vires since the Alberta Social Credit

Act was found to be beyond the powers of the Legislature

did not express any opinion on the matters which have

referred to above If there has been expressed any judicial

opinion on this subject however contrary to that expressed

by Sir Lyman Duff and by Davis and Cannon JJ we have

not been referred to it
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1953 The right of which Dubuc spoke in Barretts ease in

SAUMUB the passage above referred to was right of the subjects

CiTY OF
of Her Majesty under the constitution of the United King

QwBEc dom referred to in the preamble of the British North

LockeJ America Act when that statute was passed in 1867 The

effect of the Statute of 1852 and that of 1867 was to con
tinue that right in the people of Canada as constitutional

right and one which in my opinion did not fall within the

category of civil rights under Head 13 of section 92 have

had the advantage of reading the opinion of my brother

Kelloek and agree with his reasons and with his conclusion

on this aspect of the matter

The distinction between this and the by-law considered

in In Re Cribbin and the City of Toronto and in

Toronto Corporation Roman Catholic Separate Schools

Trustees is in my opinion quite clear In Crib bins

case the City of Toronto had passed by-law providing

that no person should on the Sthbath Day in any public

park square garden etc in the City publicly preach

lecture or declaim One of the objections to the by-law was

apparently that it violated what is referred to in the judg
ment of Galt C.J as the constitutional right of all persons

to hold meetings and make speeches in public parks The

argument on behalf of Cribbin does not indicate that it

was objected that the by-law infringed any religious right
of the applicant and the matter was not considered on that

basis What completely distinguishes the ease however is

that it applied to all persons of every religious denomina
tion or belief Had it applied to those of one religious

denomination only while not to others and had the point

been argued and decided the case would have some applica
tion to the present matter

In City of Toronto Corporation The Trustees of the

Roman Catholic Separate Schools by-law passed by
the City under section 399a of the Municipal Act pro
hibited the erection of buildings in certain di.stridt except

for use as private residences The by-law was attacked by
the trustees who desired to erect separate school in the

1891 21 OR 325 A.C 81
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area Dealing with an argument based upon section 93 of 1953

the British North America Act Viscount Cave L.C said SAUMUR88 CITYOF

In their Lordships opinion this provision has no application to the QtB
present case It is restriction upon the power of the Province to make Locke
laws in relation to education but does not prevent the provisions of the

Municipal Act with reference to building and other matters relating to

the health and convenience of the population ironi applying to denomina
tional schools as well as to other buildings

Had the by-law prohibited the erection of Roman catholic

school in the area while permitting those of other religious

denominations the case would directly touch the present

matter

The appellant further contends that the by-law is ultra

vires the City and to authorize it ultra vires the Province

of Quebec since it trenthes upon the jurisdiction of Parlia

ment under Head 27 of .section 91 The answer of the

intervenant and of the City to this contention is that in

pith and substance the by-law does not deal with crime

but is directed to the prevention of crime On the strength

of decisions such as Hodge The Queen and Bedard
Dawson they contend the by-law to be intra vires

An examination of the history of the legislation dealing

with offences against religion in Taswell-Langmeads Con
stitutional History and Hallams History of England shows

that the statutes dealing with what were declared to be

offences against religion were all penal in their nature In

the Criminal Code under the heading Offences against

Religion sections 198 to 201 deal with the offence of

blasphemous libel and acts interfring with the free exercise

of religious worship by the people of Canada Section 198

provides that whether any particular published matter is

blasphemous libel or not is question of fact and does not
define the offence It does however declare that no one

is guilty of blasphemous libel for expressing in good faith

and iii decent language or attempting to establish by argu
ments used in good faith and conveyed in decent language

any opinion whatever upon any religious subject

The Criminal Code also deals with libels in terms that go
far to express in statutory form the rights of the Canadian

people to freedom of speech in regard to matters of public

1883 App Cas 117 S.C.R 681
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1953 interest After defining defamatory libel by section 317
SAUMUB sections 322 323 and 324 provide that it is not an offence

OF
bo publish in good faith for the information of the public

Quc fair report of the proceedings of the Senate and House of

Locke Commons or any committee thereof or of the public pro-

ceedings before any court exercising judicial authority or

any fair comment upon any such proceedings that no one

commits an offence by publishing in good faith in news
paper fair report of the proceedings of any public meeting

if such meeting is lawfully convened for lawful purpose
and is open to the public and if such report is fair and

accurate and if the publication of the matter complained of

is for the public benefit and if the defendant does not refuse

to insert in conspicuous place in the newspaper in which

the report appeared reasonable letter or document of

explanation or contradiction by or on behalf of the prose

cutor and that no one commits an offence by publishing

any defamatory matter which he on reasonable grounds

believes to be true and which is relevant to any subject of

public interest the public discussion of which is for the

public benefit

am quite unable to accept the contention of the inter

venant that the real purpose of this by-law is to prevent

public disorders or that it is other than to provide means

to prevent the dissemination of religious views which are

not approved by the authorities The publication of relig

ious writings which offend people entertaining different

religious beliefs to those of the publisher is not confined to

any particular religious denomination or to those which

adhere to any particular religious belief It is also matter

of common knowledge that political writings expressed in

pamphlets circulars and newspapers have many times in

the past and no doubt will many times in the future cause

anger and resentment on the part of those entertaining

different political views If it be accepted for the purpose

of argument that the distribution of such literature might

induce some persons to commit acts of violence it is for

Parliament to decide whether this should be declared an

offence in the Criminal Code Parliament has not seen fit

to pass such legislation and the Province is without any

jurisdiction to do so The appellant in the present matter

has exercised what in my Opinion is his constitutional
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right to the practice of his religious profession and mode of 1953

worship and if doing so provokes other people to commit SAUMB
crimes of violence he commits no offence Beatty CITY OF

Gilbanks Quc
In Hodge The Queen the Judicial Committee held LockeJ

that the Liquor License Act of 1877 of Ontario which pre-

scribed regulations in the nature of police or municipal

regulations of merely local character for the good govern
ment of taverns did not in respect of those sections inter

fere with the general regulation of trade and commerce but

came within the jurisdiction of the Province to legislate in

regard to municipal institutions in the Province under

Head the imposition of punishment for enforcing any law

of the Province made in relation to any matter coming
within any of the classes of subjects enumerated in sec

tion 92 under Head 15 and generally all matters of

merely local or private nature under Head 16 In Bedard

Dawson Quebec statute which authorized the Judge to

order the closing of disorderly house was held intra vires

as it dealt with matter of property and civil rights by
providing for the suppression of nuisance and not with

criminal law by aiming at the punishment of crime

think these cases have no application to the present matter
where the true purpose of the by-law is not to regulate

traffic in the streets but to impose censorship on the

written expression of religious views and their dissemina

tion constitutional right of all of the people of Canada
and to create new criminal offence

would allow the appeal and direct that judgment be

entered declaring the by-law invalid and enjoin the respon
dent city from acting upon it agree with the order as to

costs proposed by my brother Kerwin

The dissenting judgment of Cartwright and Fauteux JJ
was delivered by

CARTWRIGHP This is an appeal from judgment of

the Court of Queens Bench Appeal Side affirming the

judgment of Casgrain whereby the action of the appel

lant asking that by-law 184 of the City of Quebec passed

on the 27th October 1933 be declared to beboth on its

face and insofar as the plaintiff is concernedultra vires

1882 Q.B.D 308 314 Q.R Q.B 475
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1953 unconstitutional illegal null and void and be quashed and

SAUMUR that the Statutes of the Province of Quebec insofar as they

CITY purport to authorize the enactment of such by-law be

Qvsc similarly declared ultra vires was dismissed

Oartwright At the outset it is to be observed that the question sub-

mitted to us for decision has been narrowed in the follow

ing respect Counsel for the appellant at an early stage of

the hearing before us expressly abandoned the argument
that the by-law in question is invalid because of unlawful

delegation of discretion to the Chief of Police and stated

that it was his position that if it is within the powers of the

Legislature of the Province of Quebec to authorize the City

of Quebec to pass the by-law it has done so The question

was thereupon raised from the bench whether the Court

should permit counsel to take this position since to do so

might well bring about the result that the Court would be

giving its opinion on constitutional issue of importance
which did not require decision in this particular proceeding

However it was the view of the majority of the Court that

counsel for the appellant was entitled to limithis attack on

the judgment of the Court of Queens Bench to such

grounds as he chose to put forward and this view was made
clear to all counsel Consequently counsel for the appellant

did not discuss the questions whether there was an unauth
orized delegation to the Chief of Police and whether the

enabling statutes conferred the power upon the City to

enact the by-law and counsel for the respondent and for the

intervenant were not called upon to deal with these aspects

of the matter and said nothing about them In answer to

question from the bench put to counsel for the appellant

during his reply he stated explicitly that he invited the

Court to deal with the matter as if the relevant legislation

of the Province of Quebec had expressly conferred upon the

City power to pass the by-law in the very words in which

it has been passed

Under these circumstances the question we are called

upon to decide is simply whether it is within the powers of

the Provincial Legislature to authorize the City to pass the

by-l.aw which so far as relevant reads as follows
It is by the present by-law forbidden to distribute in the streets

of the City of Quebec any book pm.phlet booklet circular tract what
ever without having previously obtained for so doing the written permis

sion of the Chief of Police
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Section of the by-law prescribes penalties for its breach 195

It is first necessary to determine the proper construction SAUMUR

of the by-law In doing so we must give to the words used CITY OF

their plain meaning in everyday language and when this is Quc
done think it clear that what is prohibited is the distribu- Gartwright

tion without the permission of the Chief of Police of

printed matter of the kind described in the by-law in the

streets of the City The distribution of such matter any
where else as for example in private houses is not affected

by the by-law There is evidence in the record to indicate

that the officials charged with the enforcement of the by
law have not so construed it and have instituted proceed

ings against persons as for an infraction of the by-law on

the ground that such persons had distributed written matter

at private residences in the City Such evidence does not

seem to me to be relevant to the proper construction of the

by-law It is only if the words of the by-law are ambiguous

that we may resort to extraneous aids in its interpretation

and the words used appear to me to be clear and unambig

uous The fact if be the fact that the by-law has been

misinterpreted can affect neither its proper construction

nor the question of its validity

In my view legislation authorizing the city to pass this

by-law is prima facie in relation to either or both of two

suibjects withiit the provincial power which may be con

veniently described as the use of highways and ii
police regulations and the suppression of conditions likely

to cause disorder propose to deal with these in the order

mentioned
The judgments of this Court in OBrien Allen and

in Provincial Secretary of Prince Edward Island Ega
establish that the use of highways in the province is

subject matter within the provincial power The following

passages ma.y be referred to In OBrien Allen supra
at page 342 Sedgewick delivering the unanimous judg
ment of the Court said--

It has never been doubted that the right of building highways
and of operating them whether under the direct authority of the

Government or by means of individuals companies or municipalities is

wholly within the purview of the provincial legislatures and it follows

that whether they be free public highways or subject to toll authorized

by legislative enactment they are none the less within the provincial

power

1900 30 Can S.C.R 340 S.C.R 396
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1953 In Provincial Secretary of Prince Edward Island Egan
SAuriua supra at page 417 the present Chief Justice of Canada

then Rinfret delivering the judgment of himself Crocket
QunsEc and Kerwin JJ referred to the last quoted passage with

Oartwright approval and continued
The aspect of that field is wholly provincial froni the point of view

both of the use of the highway and of the use of the vehicles It has to

with the civil regulation of the use of highways and personal property
the protection of the persons and property of the citizens the prevention

of nuisances and the suppression of conditions calculated to snake circula

tion and traffic dangerous

In separate judgment at page 403 Sir Lyman Duff

C.J.C expressed his concurrence with Rinfret

At page 417 Hudson said
The Province undoubtedly has the right to regulate highway traffic

and for that purpose to license persons to use highways The right to

license also involves right to control and when necessary to revoke the

licence

It is said however that it is beyond the power of the
Province to deny the ordinary use of the highways to any
member of the public Certain passages in the judgment
of Rand in Winner S.M.T Eastern Ltd partic

ularly at pages 918 to 920 would require careful considera

tion if the by-law purported to deny to any persons or

classes of persons the right to use the highways for the

purpose of passing and repassing but the by-law in no way
interferes with this right Its operation is limited to pro
hibiting the distribution of printed matter in the streets

without licence In my opinion the common law is cor
rectly stated in Pratt and Mackenzies Law of Highways
19th Edition at pages and

The right the public in highway is an easement of passage

onlya right of passing and repassing In the language of pleading

party can only justify passing along and not being in highway

In Roll Abr 392 tit Chimin cited in Haisbury

2nd EditionVol 16 page 238 it is said
In highway the King hath but the passage for himself and his people

In Ex Parte Lewis Wills said
The only dedication in the legal sense that we are aware of is that

of public right of passage of which the legal description is right for

all her Majestys subjects at all seasons of the year freely and at their

will to pass and repass without let or hindrance

S.C.R 887 1888 21 Q.B.D 191 at 197
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agree with the submission of counsel for the intervenant 1953

that member of the public has no legal right in or on strn
highway beyond such right to pass and repass and that the Ci OF
use of the highway for other purposes is mater not of QUEBEC

right but of tolerance In Ex Parte Lewis supra at Cartwrightj

page 197 Wills says
Things are done every day in every part of the kingdom without

let or hindrance which there is not and cannot be legal right to do and

not unfrequently are submitted to with good grace because they are

in their nature incapable by whatever amount of user of growing

into right

It appears to me to follow from the judgments in OBrien
Allen supra and Provincial Secretary of Prince Edward

Island Egan supra that the legislative authority to

permit foribid or regulate the use of the highways for pur
poses other than that of passing and repassing belongs to

the Province

Dealing next with the subject of police regulations and

the suppression of conditions likely to cause disorder it

appears that this Court has decided that the Province has

power to legislate in relation to such manners

In Bedard Dawson Idington said
As to the argument addressed .to us that the local legislatures cannot

legislate to prevent crime cannot assent thereto for in very wide

sense it is the duty of the legislature to do the utmost it can within

its power to anticipate and remove so far as practicable whatever is

likely to tend to produce crime

and on the same page he continued
There are many instances o.f other nuisances which can be better

rectified by local legislation within the power of the legislatures over

property and civil rights than by desigmaing them crimes and leaving

them to be dealt with by Parliament as such

At the same page Duff as he then was said
The legislation impugned seems to be aimed at suppressing conditions

calculated to favour the development of crime rather than at the punish-

meat of crime This is an aspect of the subject in respect of which the

provinces seem to be free to legislate

In Reference re the Childrens Protection Act of Ontario

Sir Lyman Duff C.J delivering the unanimousopinion
of the Court said at page 403

Moreover while as subject matter of legislation the criminal law is

entrusted to the Dominion Parliament responsibility or the adm.iniistra

tion of justice and broadly speaking for the policing of the country the

S.C.R 681 at 684 S.C.R 398
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1953 execution of the criminal law the suppression of crime and thsorder has

SAUMUR from the beginning of Confederation been recognized as the responsibility

of the provinces and has been discharged at great cost to the people so

QUEBEC
also the provinces sometimes acting directly sometimes through the

municipalities have assumed responsibility for controlling social conditions

Cartwright having tendency to encourage vice and crime

Ref erence may also be made to the decision of the

Judicial Committee in Lymburn Mayland

It follows from these authorities that it is within the

competence of the Legislature of the Province to prohibit

or regulate the distribution in the streets of the munici

palities in the Province of written matter having ten

dency to insult or annoy the recipients thereof with the

possible result of giving rise to disorder and perhaps

violence in the streets

It is said however if have correctly apprehended the

argument for the appellant that even if the legislation in

question appears prima facie to fail within the powers of

the Provincial Legislature under the two heads with which

have dealt above it is in reality an enactment destructive

of the freedom of the press and the freedom of religion both

of which are submitted to be matters as to which the Prov

ince has no power to legislate In support of such sub

mission counsel referred to large number of cases decided

in the Courts of the United States of America but am

unable to derive any assistance from them as they appear

to be founded on provisions in the Constitution limiting

the power to make laws in relation to such matters Under

the British North America Act on the other hand the

whole range of legislative power is committed either to

Parliament or the Provincial Legislatures and competence

to deal with any subject matter must exist in one or other

of such bodies There are thus no rights possessed by the

citizens of Oanada which cannot be modified by either

Parliament or the Legislature but it may often be mat

ter of difficulty to decide which of such bodies has the

legislative power in particular case

A.C 318
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It will be convenient to first examine the appellants 1953

argument in so far as it deals with the freedom of the SAUMUR

press In Blackstones Commentaries 1769 Vol at CITY0F

pages 151 and 152 it is said QUEBEC

The liberty of the press is indeed essential to the nature of free Cartwright

state but this consists in laying no previous restraints upon publications

and not in freedom from censure for criminal matter when published

Every free-man has an undoubted right to lay what sentiments he pleases

before the public to forbid this is to destroy the freedom of the press

but if he publishes what is improper mischievous or illegal he must

take the consequence of his own temerity To subject the press to the

restrictive power of licenser as was formerly done both before and

since the revolution is to subject all freedom of sentiment to the pre

judices of one man and make him the arbitrary and infallible judge of

all controverted points in learning religion and government But to

punish as the law does at present any dangerous or offensive writings

which when published shall on fsir and impartial trial be adjudged of

pernicious tendency is necessary for the preservation of peace and good

order of government and religion the only solid foundations of civil

liberty

Accepting this as an accurate description of what is com
monly understood by the expression the liberty of the

press as heretofore enjoyed by the inhabitants of Canada
it is clear that By-law No 184 does infringe such liberty

to limited extent It does to adapt the words of Black-

stone lay some previous restraint upon publication So

far as the by-law is concerned every individual is left free

to print and publish any matter he pleases except that one

particular method of publication is conditionally denied to

him He is forbidden to publish such matter by distribut

ing it in the streets of the City of Quebec without having

previously obtained for so doing the written permission of

the Chief of Police will assume as is argued for the

appellant that the by-law contemplates that the Chief of

Police will examine the written matter in respect of which

he is asked to grant permit and that his decision whether

to grant or refuse it will be based on the view which he

takes of the contents of such matter that if he regards it

as harmless he will grant the permit and that if he thinks

it is calculated to provoke disorder by annoying or insulting

those to whom it is distributed he will refuse the permit It

is urged that power to restrict the liberty of the press even

to the limited extent provided in the by-law is committed

exclusively to Parliament under the opening words of

section 91 or under head 27 of that section and further that

Parliament has fully occupied the field by enacting those

74730i
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1953 provisions of the Criminal Code which deal with bias

SAUMUE phemous libel seditious libel speaking seditious words

CITY OF spreading false news defamatory libel and publishing

QUEBEC obscene matter If have followed the gument cor
Cartwright rectiy it is that as Parliament has enacted that certain

publications are to be deemed criminal it has by implication
declared that aJi other publications are lawful and that con
sequently the Legislature has no power to deal with any
other type of publication am unaibie to accept this

conclusion

In my view freedom of the press is not separate sub
ject matter committed exclusively to either Parliament or
the Legislatures In some respects Parliament and in

others the Legislatures may validly deal with it In some
aspects it falls within the field of criminal law but in others

it has been dealt with by Provincial legislation the validity

of which is not open to question as for example The Libel

and Slander Act R.S.O 1950 Cap 204 and the similar

acts in the other provinces If the subject matter of

Provincial enactment falls within the class of subjects

enumerated in section 92 of the British North America Act

such enactment does not in my opinion cease to be intra

vires of the legislature by reason of the fact that it has the

effect of cutting down the freedom of the press The ques
tion of legislative competence is to be determined not by

inquiring whether the enactment lays previous restraint

upon publication or attaches consequences after publication

has occurred but rather by inquiring whether in substance

the subject matter dealt with falls within the Provincial

power have already indicated my view that the Prov
ince has power under the two headings which have dis

cussed above to authorize the passing of the by-law in

question

It is next necessary to consider the argument that the

by-law is invalid because as it is alleged it interferes with

freedom of religion While it was questioned before us

will for the purposes of this argument assume that the

system of faith and worship professed by the body to which

the plaintiff belongs is religion and that the distribution

of printed matter in the streets is practice directed by its

teachings
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It may well be that Parliament alone has power to make 1953

laws in relation to the subject of religion as such that that SAuMUR

subject is in its nature one which concerns Canada as CITOF
whole and so cannot be regarded as of merely local or Quac
private nature in any province or as civil right in any Cartwright

province but we are not called upon to decide that ques-

tion in this appeal and express no opinion upon it
think it clear that the provinces legislating within their

allotted sphere may affect the carrying on of activities con
nected with the practice of religion For example there are

many municipal by-laws in force in cities in Ontario passed

pursuant to powers conferred by the Provincial Legislature

which provide that no buildings other than private resi

dences shall be erected on certain streets Such by-laws

are in my opinion clearly valid although they prevent any

religious body from building church or similar edifice on
such streets Another example of Provincial Legislation

which might be said to interfere directly with the free exer
cise of religious profession is that under which the by-law
considered in Re Cribbin The City of Toronto was
passed That was by-law of the City of Toronto which

provided in part
No person shall on the Sabbath-day in any public park square

garden or place for exhibition in the city of Toronto publicly preach
lecture or declaim

The by-law was attacked on the ground inter alia that

it was unconstitutional but it was upheld by Gait C.J and
in my opinion his decision was right No useful purpose
would be served by endeavouring to define the limitsof the

provincial power to pass legislation affecting the carrying

on of activities connected with the practice of religion The
better course is think to deal only with the particular

legislation now before us
For the appellant reliance was placed upon the Statute

of Canada 185114-15 Victoria Chapter 175 re-enacted

in substantially identical terms as R.S.Q 1941 Cap 307
will assume for the purposes of the argument that

counsel for the appellant is right in his submission that it

is to the pre-Confederation Statute that we should look
In the relevant portion of that statute it is enacted

That the free erercise and enjoyment of Religious Profession and

Worship without discrimination or preference SO as the same be not

1891 21 O.R 325

7473O1
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1953 made an excuse for acts of licentiousness or justification of practices

SAUMUR
inconsistent with the peace and safety of the Province is by the constitu

tion and laws of this Province allowed to all Her Majestys subjects within

the same

Cartwrightj do not think that on proper construction this statute

absolves religious body or an individual member thereof

from obedience to any Act of Parliament or of the Legis
lature which happens to conflict with the teachings of such

body To give an example if am right in my view that

Re Crib bin City of Toronto supra was rightly decided

do not think that an individual could have successfully

argued that the by-law although otherwise valid did not

apply to him because it was one of his beliefs and teach
ing of the body to which he belonged that he must preach
not only in churches chapels or meeting houses or on

private property but also in parks and public places

It is argued on the authority of Dobie Temporalities

Board that the Legislature could not repeal this pre
Confederation Statute will assume that this is so but

think it clear from the opinions delivered in this Court in

Reference In Re Bowaters Pulp and Paper Mills Ltd
in which Dobie Temporalities Board was fully considered
that although the Province could not repeal the Act in toto

it can modify its effects by any subsequent legislation pro
vided such legislation is within the field assigned to the

Province Leges posteriores priores contrarias abrogant

therefore do not think that the by-law is rendered invalid

by reason of its alleged interference with the right of the

appellant to practise the religion of his choice

To summarize am of opinion that it was within the

competence of the Legislature to authorize the passing of

the by-law in question under its power to legislate in rela

tion to the use of highways and ii police regulations

and the suppression of conditions likely to cause disorder

and that such legislation is not rendered invalid because it

interferes to the limited extents indicated above with either

the freedom of the press or the freedom of religion It

follows that would dismiss the appeal

1881i App Cas 136 S.C.R 608
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Before parting with the matter wish at the risk of 1953

repetition to emphasize that because of the position taken SAUMUR

by counsel at the argument am deciding only that it was Cii
within the power of the Legislature of the Province of QUEBEC

Quebec to authorize the City to pass the by-law in question CartwrightJ

have not considered whether the relevant legislation did

actually authorize its passing as that question was with
drawn from our consideration and counsel for the respon
dent and intervenant were not called upon to deal with it

wish also to make it plain that do not intend by implica
tion or otherwise to express any opinion as to whether or

not it would have been within the powers of the Legis
lature to authorize the passing of similar by-law which

was not as have held the one before us to be limited in

its operation to what may be done in the streets

would dismiss the appeal with costs

Appeal allowed with costs

Solicitors for the Appellant Sam Bard and How
Solicitors for the Respondent Pelletier Godbout

Leclerc

Solicitor for the Intervenant Noil Dorion
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